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ABSTRACT
In today‟s organizations, most of the productivity and innovation occur in teams (also
called “groups”). Organizations possess a critical advantage when they are able to leverage the
collective talents and contributions of employees working in teams. By nature, performance of
the organization‟s teams equals performance of the organization.
While the need for teams has grown dramatically, research and knowledge about teams
have increased. A wide array of resources, training, and consultants are available to help
organizations with their teams. Yet, most organizations report they struggle with maintaining
effective teams.
The purpose of the grounded theory study was to understand the disconnect between
available team resources and the challenges organizations face with their teams. There were 18
interviews conducted with individuals who have experience in organizations with teams or
experience helping organizations with their teams.
The data indicated teams are impacted by the leadership and environment in the larger
organization. Individual teams may achieve a satisfying level of performance for a period of
time. Eventually, however, the organization‟s leadership and culture must support teams, or
obstacles will surface beyond the scope and influence of its teams.
Organizations that reported success with their teams had focused on developing the
organization as a whole, i.e., the organization is the team. This included developing a functioning
top leadership team, designing processes to maximize input and communication throughout the
organization, and utilizing facilitation support through external consultants skilled in whole-scale
organizational change methods. In those instances, the groups in the organizations were able to
function effectively in an environment that supported teams.
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The examples of organizational success also demonstrated other benefits derived from
developing the organization as a whole, including effectively leading and managing change,
building healthier relationships, and increasing productivity. Most organizations commit
significant resources and planning toward similar goals, and the organizations reported in this
study accomplished those desired outcomes and more.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Problem
For decades, leaders, academics, and researchers have observed and grappled with
phenomena regarding teams as they function in organizations. Now more than ever,
organizations seek strategies to help individual employees work effectively in teams that serve as
the building blocks of the organization‟s performance and outcomes. Team performance (also
referred to as “groups” in the literature) within an organization helps determine the performance
of the organization. Yet, years after discovering their importance, organizations continue to
report a need to maintain productive, functional teams. Team performance strategies are widely
available in resources at major bookstores and featured in today‟s academic publications.
Organizations have access to a variety of resources regarding sustaining effective teams,
however, I have experienced colleagues in numerous organizations struggling to successfully
implement those team development principles and transfer the learnings into day-to-day
improvement for their teams and organizations.
Organizational leaders and researchers agree that teams outperform individuals in the
organization (Cohen & Bailey, 1997; Forsyth, 2006; Katzenbach & Smith, 2003; Ness, Tepe, &
Ritzer, 2004; Senge, 1990). Today‟s complex organizational environment demands a work force
that is capable of swift and effective responses to change and new challenges (Shonk, 1992).
Teams are the organizational agents of promise in a turbulent world economy that continuously
requires new technology and ways of doing business. Outputs in this modern work force are
increasingly derived from the work of teams of individuals depended upon to perform together
more effectively and efficiently (Cohen & Bailey, 1997; Drucker, 1999; Mendibil & MacBryde,
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2006; Ness et al., 2004; Sheard & Kakabadse, 2002). Fortunately, developing the capacity to
utilize teams in organizations offers numerous benefits, including increased productivity and
performance (Castka, Bamber, Sharp, & Belohoubek, 2001; Forsyth, 2006; Katzenbach & Smith,
2003; Ness et al., 2004; Ross & Jones, 2008), greater response to complex, changing
environments (Forsyth, 2006; Katzenbach & Smith, 2003; Sheard & Kakabadse, 2002),
improved quality (Chan, Pearson, & Entrekin, 2003), better alignment for strategic advantage
(Chan et al., 2003; Farren, 1999), innovation and creativity (Hoegl & Gemuenden, 2001; Ness et
al., 2004), and the capacity to learn, which is an essential attribute of organizations today and
tomorrow (Kasl, Marsick, & Dechant, 1997; Kozlowski & Ilgen, 2007; Scarnati, 2001; Senge,
1990; Senge, Ross, Smith, Roberts, & Kleiner, 1994; Sheard & Kakabadse, 2002; Van
Offenbeek, 2001). For leaders and individual contributors, there can be lasting impact for
participating in an engaging team experience. Today, most people participate in groups
personally and professionally, and they are interested in an improved experience (Bellman &
Ryan, 2009). The literature supports the notion that the majority of people want to be part of a
high-performing team (Guttman, 2008).
With all of these identified advantages, it makes sense that organizations have
dramatically increased the use of teams. In 1999, industry leaders were surveyed and asked to
choose research topics that would have the greatest value for their organizations. In the strongest
response ever recorded for the Work in America Institute, 95% of the respondents – nearly 100
of the most innovative companies in America – gave highest priority to the topic, “Teamwork:
Creating and Sustaining Team-Based Organizations” (Farren, 1999). In 2006, one-half of
organizational members belonged to at least one team at work. Similarly, Sweden and Japan
boasted nearly 100% of their workers belonging to teams. “The modern organization is no longer
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a network of individuals, but rather, a network of interconnected teams” (Forsyth, 2006, p. 159).
Some companies report their entire work force is team-based (Ross & Jones, 2008).
While the need for effective teams in organizations has been identified and grows,
resources and knowledge about team implementations have also increased dramatically. There is
a large body of work that has contributed to the availability of knowledge on how to maintain
effective teams. While individual authors apply their own theories about the specifics, there is
general agreement about some basic attributes of effective teams: clear purpose, common set of
performance goals, open communication, shared understanding of individual roles and
responsibilities, interdependence, agreed-upon rules of engagement, and mutual accountability
(Castka et al., 2001; Guttman, 2008; Hirschhorn, 1991; Katzenbach & Smith, 2003; Sheard &
Kakabadse, 2002). Numerous texts proffer strategies and exercises for developing and sustaining
these and other team attributes (Bellman & Ryan, 2009; Guttman, 2008; Lencioni, 2002; Senge
et al., 1994; Shonk, 1982).
A recent Google™ search on the phrase “Team Development Consultant” returned
79,700 hits, promising everything from personality assessments and white-water rafting
challenges for teambuilding to real-time consulting on the team‟s current structure and issues.
Other experts are available to improve group functioning, including Organization Development
(OD) Consultants, Industrial/Organizational (I/O) Psychologists, Organizational Behavior (OB)
Specialists, Management Consultants, and Business Consultants. Organizations have the
opportunity to retain external consultants or utilize internal staff to provide these helping
functions in Human Resources (HR), Organizational Effectiveness (OE), Team and Leadership
Development professionals, and more.
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How does the presence of these resources and knowledge impact organizations? I believe
organizations have not fully benefited from what research has revealed about how successful,
performing groups function. The research studies, cited above, are based on both experimental
and action research in small and large organizations. Numerous kinds of teams at all levels have
been studied: project teams, work teams, management teams, ad hoc teams, cross-functional
teams, and so on. Researchers have interviewed thousands of leaders and team members who
have experienced team performance (see Guttman, 2008, or Katzenbach & Smith, 2003). The list
of common attributes across authors represents information gleaned from these studies and holds
up across decades of research. Then what is missing? What do organizations need to do to utilize
and implement available knowledge and resources to sustain effective teams?
Purpose and Research Question
The purpose of the study was to elicit a theory about factors that prevent organizations
from maintaining developed teams effectively. My previous experience working with teams as a
member, leader, facilitator, and trainer led me to observe a phenomenal disconnect between the
availability of resources and the ability of organizations to maintain effective teams successfully.
Because most organizations have access to theories and approaches to team performance, I was
interested in what happens within and around teams to present challenges for maintaining them
effectively.
I chose Grounded Theory as the methodology, which is a journey of exploration and
discovery wherein data is analyzed, thematically categorized, and grounded in the language and
experiences of participants. True to the Grounded Theory methodology, I did not postulate a
theory about the phenomena or even speculate on potential causes or contributing factors at the
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outset of the study. Instead, I was open to discover theory that would emerge when discussing
team experiences with participants and analyzing their data through a Grounded Theory process.
The research question was, “What prevents organizations from maintaining effective
teams?”
Significance of the Study
The growth of complexity in organizations has developed the need for work performed in
teams (Shonk, 1992). Maintaining effective teams is a goal of most organizations today, and
many report a continuous struggle to do so (Allen & Hecht, 2004; West, Brodbeck, & Richter,
2004). Teams are an important component of an organization, because organizations build many
of their work processes, problem solving, and planning in groups of organizational members.
Developing a theory that addresses the gap between available resources and effective teams in
organizations could benefit a wide variety of organizations and industries.
Theoretical Framework
This study was rooted in the ontology of social constructionism and interpretive
epistemology, based on the perspective that “social reality is constructed by the individuals who
participate in it” (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007, p. 21). I chose Grounded Theory as a methodology,
because I believed the research question could be answered best through the actions and beliefs
of organizational members.
There are a plethora of theories and models related to organizations and organizational
effectiveness that are described in the literature review, but many organizations operate teams
without familiarity or expertise in one team theory or another. I remained open to the experiences
as described by participants, who represented a variety of industries and organizations.
Definitions
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For the purposes of this research, I define terms in this study as follows:
Team or Group – There are discrepancies in the literature about the use of the terms “team” and
“group” (Fisher, Hunter, & Macrosson, 1997). For this research, they are used interchangeably
and refer simply to individuals who work together toward a shared goal or outcome.
Team Development – The art and practice of moving a group of individuals to becoming a unit
capable of performing together as a team.
Effective Team – Team of individuals characterized by the effective accomplishment of a process
or outcome while maintaining the emotional health of the group as a whole.
High-Performing Team – Team that reaches an extraordinary level of accomplishment, synergy,
and emotional health across members.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Initially, the role of the literature review in Grounded Theory studies is to provide a
framework for the discovery process and identify perceived gaps in the literature that lead to
research (Creswell, 2007). During and following data analysis, a more comprehensive literature
review provides information about the phenomena and confirms the theory(s) grounded in the
data (Charmaz, 2006; Corbin & Strauss, 2008).
Unlike in positivistic studies, variables were not identified at the beginning. The role of
the researcher is to analyze the discovered data in the context of the literature‟s theoretical
framework, which requires not being limited by theory(s) identified in a hypothesis. Effective
data analysis could reveal new categories that emerge but had not been thought of previously.
Refraining from being steeped in literature initially removed constraints for me about preexisting
theories. After categories emerged as pertinent, then I returned to the literature to explore them
more fully and to review what other researchers have said about them (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
Modern History of Teams
The modern history of effectively utilizing teams in organizations began in the 1920s and
1930s with the now-classic Hawthorne Studies (Dyer, 1977), grew into the formation of Lewin‟s
T-Groups in the 1940s (Weisbord, 2004), and advanced in the 1950s and 1960s with the work of
Eric Trist‟s experiments in the coal mines (Trist & Bamforth, 1951) and McGregor‟s theories of
leadership in organizations (Heil, Bennis, & Stephens, 2000). They were doing what we now call
team development or teambuilding. Organizations were facing changing marketplace demands,
and managers looked for ways to shift traditional organization structures to accommodate new
and growing technology, HR, and demographics issues. They recognized a need for new ways of
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addressing their human resources potential, and many partially turned to teams. Early successes
in companies, such as Procter & Gamble and General Foods, led organizations to follow suit in
the 1970s and 1980s with a rapid development of organizations developing around teams as the
functional unit for outcomes (Shonk, 1992).
Teams in Organizations
The variety of organizational excellence efforts developed in the 1970s and 1980s and
touted by different experts required teams for their implementation – quality circles, total quality
management (TQM), job enrichment, self-managing teams, and management by objectives
(MBO). These initiatives created improvement by using teams (Forsyth, 2006). Because teams
have become the inevitable unit of operation in organizations, the function and performance of
an organization is a direct reflection of the function and performance of its teams, i.e.,
dysfunctional, inefficient teams can produce dysfunctional, inefficient organizations (Guttman,
2008; Mills, Tyson, & Finn, 2000; Ross & Jones, 2008).
Belbin (2000) offered his “Risk v. Complexity” model, demonstrating how productivity
from workers has evolved from the talented individual to a collaborative group, and then to a
balanced team, and ultimately, to concurrent balanced teams as the complexity of the task
increases. As organizations seek to survive and thrive, it is the use of teams and their competitive
advantage which make or break the potential for success after downsizing, reengineering, and
restructuring (Farren, 1999).
Team Development Resources
The competency of team development grew in the 1950s and 1960s with the introduction
of participative management theories, beginning with training groups, or T-groups, formed to
help participants examine and improve group processes. In 1965, Tuckman introduced his
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foundational work on stages of group development that included forming, storming, norming,
and performing (Tuckman & Jensen, 1977). Eventually, practitioners focused on a defined
process of training a group of interdependent organizational members in collaborative work and
problem-solving. Teambuilding activities flourished in the 1970s, yet, managers observed
training was not leading to performance improvement or sustained changes in group function
(Dyer, 1977).
By the early 1990s, research was well-established in the areas of developing and
managing effective teams. In his groundbreaking work for developing team-based organizations,
Shonk (1982) observed that the development and management of teams would not be effective if
the organizational environment was not conducive to accommodating teams. He also formulated
a step-by-step process for teams to develop using a progressive approach, beginning with team
members becoming familiar with one another, understanding the work of the team and each
other‟s roles, defining effective work processes and rules of engagement, developing effectual
communication processes and behaviors, and encouraging innovation while managing conflict.
Shonk‟s (1982) team development principles have been supported in recent research and
recommended practices (Castka et al., 2001; Cohen & Bailey, 1997; Farren, 1999; Guttman,
2008; Katzenbach & Smith, 2003; Senge, et al., 1994; Sheard & Kakabadse, 2002). More recent
research and organizational resources built on these basic premises and offered such tools and
techniques for team development as removing team dysfunction (Lencioni, 2002), teambuilding
activities (Mackin, 2007), transformational leadership (Dionne, Yammarino, Atwater, &
Spangler, 2004), collective learning (Edmondson, Bohmer, & Pisano, 2001), even beer (Ruppert,
2009). Web availability brings team development resources to organizations instantaneously
with little or no cost at websites such as businessballs.com, teambuildinginformation.com, and
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teambuildinginc.com. Today, organizations have countless opportunities to maintain performing
teams while they continue to seek ways to do so competently in their organizations.
Conclusion
Many team resources available to organizations today were founded on the theories or
models referenced above. In that context, I wanted to understand what was missing or not
working in organizations that led to their struggles with team effectiveness. As themes in my
research emerged regarding team experiences, the literature review expanded to address new
concepts and theories. Additional literature is presented in the discussion in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Ontological and Epistemological Approach
Grounded Theory is an appropriate methodology for studying ubiquitous phenomena
such as organizations and teams by gaining “novel and fresh slants on things about which quite a
bit is already known” (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 19). Rooted in social constructionist ontology
and interpretive epistemology, this study explored the perspectives of a variety of participants
who have experienced teams in organizations.
Charmaz (2006) defined Grounded Theory as “a way to learn about the worlds we study
and a method for developing theories to understand them” (p. 10). She recognized that
researchers are part of the world studied; theory is developed through data uncovered in
experiences between the researcher and participants. The methodology for this study was
appropriate because the phenomenon of the maintenance of teams in organizations is indicated in
the daily interactions and conversations among individuals. I was interested in interviewing team
consultants, leaders, and other organizational members who have committed effort and resources
toward sustaining successful teams. This chapter outlines my process for participant selection,
data collection, analysis, review, and theory development.
Data Collection and Analysis
Initial sampling. Grounded Theory relies primarily on interview data (Corbin & Strauss,
2008). I recruited participants through my immediate contacts via an initial sample approach,
wherein participation was created through referrals made within my circle of people who know
each other (Biernacki & Waldorf, 1981). At first, participants were selected because they had
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experience in organizations that have teams, either as a team participant or as one who helps
organizations with their teams.
Inherent in my research question was a disconnect between the availability of resources
for teams in organizations and my experience with organizations reporting challenges having
effective teams. I set out to understand from multiple perspectives what they experience when
they work with teams in organizations.
My colleagues and friends forwarded the request for participation (Appendix A) to
people they believed might be interested and who may have had experience working with teams
in organizations. Most referrals were contacted by the person they knew, and then the referral
reached out to me directly and volunteered participation. Then I sent emails with consent forms
(Appendix B).
Theoretical sampling. The next phase of participant selection was more focused. During
initial interviews, I remained open to emerging themes in stories told by participants. When
preliminary themes surfaced, I developed more specific criteria and sought new participants who
had team experiences relevant to those themes. Theoretical sampling in Grounded Theory
involves the researcher searching for relevant data to develop an emerging theory (Charmaz,
2006).
An example of an emerging theme during focused participant selection related to the
impact of the larger organization on the potential for development of individual teams. I added to
my sampling process an interest in participants who had experiences with the impact of the
larger organization on individual teams. During the seventh interview, the participant
recommended referrals from his professional network and sent an email to them for potential
participation as professionals who focus on whole organizations. He provided my contact
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information, and I responded to those who sent me an email offering their participation. This was
a form of theoretical sampling, which was not intended to be random; it was “strategic, specific,
and systematic” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 103). I was using “emerging findings to alter and enrich
subsequent data collection and even sampling activities” (Anastas, 2004, p. 62).
I was mindful that the participant‟s colleagues might be individuals who share similar
perspectives and viewpoints, and I continued to interview new participants until I believed I had
reached theoretical saturation. Fortunately, the new referrals shared differing philosophies and
experiences as team leaders from multiple departments, business owners, team members, internal
consultants, external consultants, and educators.
Interviews. I conducted eighteen interviews, four in-person interviews using a hand-held
recorder and fourteen phone interviews using Accuconference™, a web-based conference
recording tool. One participant offered an opportunity for a second conversation when I asked a
follow-up question. In all, there were approximately 16 hours of recorded interviews. The four
in-person interviews were conducted in a traveler‟s hotel space, at home (two interviews), and a
place of employment. Phone interviews originated from Minneapolis, Minnesota, and St. Cloud,
Minnesota, with interviewees in Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, Washington, Singapore, and
Switzerland.
The first interview question started with an open-ended statement of the problem about
numerous resources available for teams in organizations, while at the same time, organizations
struggle with their teams. Then I asked participants for their impressions of that description,
asking “what‟s happening here” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 20) regarding the team experience. Followup questions helped illuminate points raised and engaged me with participants in in-depth
discussions not usually found in busy, day-to-day interactions and communication with members
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of organizations. I aimed to provide time and space for the interviewee to do most of the talking,
and I tried to listen and engage in ways that could mine rich data beyond superficial information
exchanged more commonly in organizational settings.
I was sensitive to the potential for “leading the witness”. As participants shared their
views, I asked follow-up questions to understand more about their perspectives. I attempted to
draw upon my experiences as a trained coach and allowed them to speak uninterrupted, asked
open questions (not leading questions), and listened to what they were saying, instead of thinking
about what I was planning to say next. I did not succeed 100% of the time, but I received
feedback that some participants appreciated the way I created space for them to share their
experiences by the way I facilitated the interview.
As the interviews progressed over the first several weeks, I transcribed them verbatim in
Microsoft Word™ using a Universal Start/Stop™ pedal device on my computer, choosing that
method as a way of staying close to the data. I utilized a coding process described by Charmaz
(2006) as Initial, Focused, and Theoretical Coding, which helped me review the data in an
organized way to gather meaning as it emerged.
Initial coding. Initially, I coded the transcriptions line-by-line to become familiar with
the data and to not make assumptions about what I was hearing and reading. During those early
interviews and data analysis, codes represented words and lines of data. I underlined and used
different fonts to indicate my thoughts and concepts that might be repeating. This was a
challenge for me throughout the project – not making assumptions about data and its meaning. I
am intuitive and typically process sensory information intuitively. Throughout my study, I
continuously checked to ensure concepts and themes were emerging from the data (compared
with emerging from my own thoughts). Decisions about verbatim transcripts, not hiring a
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transcriptionist, and conducting several pass-throughs of the data were all strategies to balance
my own thought processes and to develop concepts and theory based on the data.
Eventually, initial codes were entered in different fonts on the transcriptions. I included
phrases, questions, and potential codes. Then I wrote memos to organize my thoughts and to
document my process up to that point. After transcribing the first six interviews and engaging in
initial coding, I had experienced each interview at least three times (during the interview, while
transcribing, and then looking for initial codes line-by-line).
Focused coding. The next phase of coding was focused, which checked the reliability of
the initial codes and helped me sort through the growing amount of data from the next interviews
(Charmaz, 2006). I reformatted the initial interviews into individual MS Word™ tables.
Interview data was in the right column. The left column was blank and was used to identify
codes that corresponded to underlined and formatted passages in the right column. Then I read
through each interview line-by-line and added phrases and concepts related to my research
question in the left column. From data entered into the left column across the six interviews, I
identified focused codes, observing Glaser‟s (1978) recommendation to code using gerunds
(which focus on action and reduce the potential for making assumptions about conceptual
categories).
Theoretical coding. As concepts emerged, codes focused on more frequent and
significant data, and I began to organize and synthesize larger amounts of information. This
phase continued with a back-and-forth approach between data analysis and data gathering as
concepts became clearer and theory began to emerge. Additionally, as new topics or concepts
emerged in interviews, I returned to earlier transcripts seeking data related to emerging themes.
My interview questions evolved as new concepts emerged and theory began to surface.
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I developed theoretical codes based on categories emerging from the focused codes and
the data review process. Larger themes were identified using qualitative coding to label segments
of the data that “simultaneously categorizes, summarizes, and accounts for each piece of data”
(Charmaz, 2006, p. 43).
Memowriting. Memowriting is a journaling and analysis process in Grounded Theory
that I used to document my thoughts and concepts based on my experiences during the
interviews and through my own theoretical history and knowledge. The memowriting process
was integral to the iterative data-gathering and analysis processes, because it helped me identify
concepts accurately as reflected in the interview data and provided a roadmap for further
investigation and additional interviews. I used MS Word™ for individual memos and code grids
and moved back and forth from code grids to memos, one supporting the other, to “sketch the
content and form [my] budding analysis” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 91).
Using an abductive approach, I let the concepts rise from the data and interpreted their
meaning by reading, rereading, and incorporating my thoughts with the experiences from
listening during interviewing and transcribing and then brainstorming and documenting those
thoughts into memos. Data collection and analysis continued until I felt the conceptual
framework had reached saturation – when gathering new data sparked no new theoretical
insights or properties of core theoretical categories, and when I felt I understood what had been
presented (Charmaz, 2006).
Transcripts, code grids, and memos were the documentation that provided transparency
into the methodology and a view of my theory-development process, which demonstrated how I
systematically followed the methodology. When followed uncritically, Grounded Theory can
produce “a neat and tidy account that is descriptive rather than analytical” (Anastas, 2004) and
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may result in a developed narrative rather than conceptual theory grounded in rich data. I
followed concepts from initial coding to more focused categories and finally to major theoretical
themes which, once constructed, formed my theory about teams in organizations.
Research Quality
The most important consideration for interpretive research is whether the data
collected is reflected in the results (Merriam & Associates, 2002). Rigor in Grounded
Theory is demonstrated through the defining components of its practice, which are
outlined below from Charmaz (2006) and related to my study.
Simultaneous involvement in data collection and analysis. Data were incorporated from
coding, memowriting, and interviewing simultaneously.
Constructing analytic codes and categories from data, not from preconceived logicallydeduced hypotheses. Codes were derived from words, phrases, paragraphs, and then larger
amounts of data as focused codes developed into theoretical codes and themes.
Using the constant comparative method, which compares the variety of data during each
stage of the analysis. Earlier interview transcripts were reread and compared to later
interviews and reviewed for new focused codes and compared in memos and subsequent
focused coding.
Advancing theory development during each step of data collection and analysis. Focused
codes highlighted major categories related to teams in organizations, which became the
initial components of a developing theory.
Memowriting to elaborate categories, specify their properties, define relationships
between categories, and identify gaps. Memowriting occurred throughout the process,
from before the first interviews to outlining and drafting the emerging theory.
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Sampling aimed toward theory construction, not for population representativeness.
Engaged in initial sampling using a snowball approach and then theoretical sampling as
concepts and categories emerged.
Conducting the literature review after developing an independent analysis. The literature
review at the outset framed the context of the research question and was revised and
expanded following data analysis and theory development.
Adhering to these components helped me control the process and increased the analytic power of
the research.
Theoretical Sensitivity
“Theoretical sensitivity is the ability to recognize what is important in data and to give it
meaning” (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 46). As a researcher, I brought my own views and selfinterest into this Grounded Theory study. I was interested in groups in organizations and wanted
to understand what was happening that prevented organizations from having effective teams.
Data flowed from the perceptions and experiences of the participants who were describing, in
this instance, team processes and phenomena from their vantage point as consultants or members
of organizations. Simultaneous data analysis derived from my theoretical sensitivity to the
concepts and abstractions emerging in categories, themes, and theory about teams in
organizations. I incorporated insights from my own experiences with teams in organizations, my
exposure to the literature, and my understanding of organizations and teams.
I sought to maintain a healthy skepticism during the process, because I have passion
about organizations and teams and needed to stay open to the experiences of participants. By
following the analytic procedures faithful to the methodology, I was able to balance my own
intuitive thought processes and to check my preconceived ideas about teams. Then my
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theoretical sensitivity provided an important element in the theory-development process, wherein
I conducted interviews and data analysis through my lens of organizations and teams.
Human Subjects Considerations
The identity and confidentiality of participants remained private through the use of crossreferencing and was only known to me. Interviews were recorded with the expressed permission
of the interviewee and transcribed verbatim. Participant codes were used in the sections below
(in lieu of names or pseudonyms). Reference numbers connected participants to their data, and
no identifying information was included in these writings.
Limitations of the Methodology
Research in Grounded Theory relies on the role of the researcher, who makes decisions
about participants and categories, questions the data, and advances personal values, experiences,
and priorities. The methodology is limited by the selection of participants and the data collection
process, which is ultimately controlled by the researcher and the data (Glaser & Strauss, 1999, p.
45).
Summary
This grounded theory study explored a theory about teams in organizations. The
Grounded Theory methodology was selected to help me understand, through the experiences of
others, why organizations struggle with their teams. In the next chapter, I review results derived
from data collection, analysis, and theory development. Initial, focused, and theoretical coding
and memowriting helped evolve my theory from perspectives and concepts into connected
categories and themes.
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Chapter 4
Results
My research process focused on collecting data about first-hand experiences with teams
in organizations. The initial criterion for participants was having “experience in organizations
that have teams, either as a participant or as one who helps organizations with their teams.” I
conducted 18 interviews between March and October 2010. Below is information about
individual participants and development of a theory grounded in the data about teams in
organizations.
I maintained the anonymity of all participants in the following pages and assigned
numerical codes in place of names and based on the chronology of the interview schedule.
Participant #1 was the first interviewee, Participant #6 was the sixth interviewee, and Participant
#18 was the eighteenth and final interviewee. Participant #10 was interviewed on two separate
occasions, and those transcripts were combined into one and not assigned an additional interview
number. This numbering format also helps demonstrate the theory development from initial
sampling to theoretical sampling and the review process as theoretical concepts and themes
emerged and earlier interviews were reviewed again.
Demographics
The Table of Demographics displays the participant code, geographical residence, work
location, profession/industry, role, and experience with groups in organizations. Other
demographic information was not deemed relevant to the topic and data.
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Table 1
Participant Demographics

Table of Demographics
Participant
Number

Geographical
Residence/Work

Profession/Industry

Role(s) in
Organizations

1

Resides – East Coast
Works
Domestically,
Internationally
Resides – Upper
Midwest
Works – Midwest

Various industries,
including
Manufacturing,
Retail
Various Industries,
including
Manufacturing

3

Resides –Midwest
Works – Midwest

Education

4

Resides – Midwest
Works – Midwest

Education
Various Industries

5

Resides – Upper
Midwest
Works –
Domestically,
Internationally
Resides – Upper
Midwest
Works –
Domestically,
Internationally
Resides – Midwest
Works –
Domestically,
Internationally

Various industries,
including
Government

Consultant – Leaders,
Groups
Coach – Leaders,
Groups
Consultant – Leaders,
Groups
Work Team Leader
Work Team Member
Cross-Functional
Team Leader
Cross-Functional
Team Member
Professor
Entrepreneur
Organizational
Consultant
Adjunct Professor
Entrepreneur
Organizational
Consultant
Consultant
Educator
Entrepreneur

2

6

7

8

Resides – Midwest
Works –
Domestically,
Internationally

Experience with
Groups in
Organizations
External Consultant

External Consultant
Internal Consultant
Group Leader
Group Member

External Consultant
Work Team Leader
Project Team Leader
External Consultant
Project Team Leader

External Consultant

Various industries,
including
Manufacturing,
Government

Consultant
Entrepreneur
Quality Specialist

External Consultant
Internal Consultant
Group Member

Various industries,
including FaithBased, Government,
Manufacturing,
Financial Services
Various industries,
including Financial
Services, IT

Consultant
Entrepreneur
Religious Leader

External Consultant

Consultant
Entrepreneur
Adjunct Faculty

External Consultant
Internal Consultant
Department Director
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Participant
Number

Geographical
Residence/Work

Profession/Industry

Role(s) in
Organizations

9

Resides – West
Coast
Works –
Domestically,
Internationally
Resides – Midwest
Works –
Domestically,
Internationally

Various industries,
including Education,
Management
Consulting,
Manufacturing
Various industries,
including Health
Care, Automotive,
Higher Education

Consultant
Educator
Entrepreneur
Organizational
Manager
Attorney
Consultant
Entrepreneur
Professor

11

Resides – Midwest
Works – Midwest

Law, Legal Retail

Attorney
Team Lead

Work Team Leader

12

Resides – West
Coast
Works –
Domestically,
Internationally
Resides – Midwest
and Europe
Works – U.S.,
Europe
Resides – Asia
Works – Asia

Various industries

Consultant
Entrepreneur
Conference Organizer
Activist

External Consultant

Various industries

Consultant
Entrepreneur
Firm Partner

Firm Partner

Various industries,
including
Government, Health
Care, Financial
Services
IT

Consultant
Entrepreneur
Department Manager

External Consultant
Group Manager

10

13

14

15

Resides – West
Coast
Works – West Coast

16

Resides – Midwest
Works – Midwest

Financial Services,
Government

Bank Partner,
Executive Director

17

Resides – Europe
Works – Europe

Various industries,
including
Government

Consultant
CEO

18

Resides – West
Coast
Works –
Domestically,
Internationally

Various industries,
including Financial
Services,
Commercial Air

Consultant
Entrepreneur
Analyst
Director

Experience with
Groups in
Organizations
External Consultant
Group Manager

External Consultant
Firm Partner
CEO

Instructional Designer Cross-Functional
Cross-Functional
Team Member
Team Member
Leadership Team
Manager
Organizational
Manager
External Consultant
CEO
External Consultant
Group Manager
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Coding and Displaying the Data
As outlined in Chapter 3, I utilized initial, focused, and theoretical codes to organize the
data. Initial codes were identified line-by-line with notes listed in an adjacent column. After the
first six interviews, I created a table in MS Word™ and listed 11 pages of gerunds as they
appeared in the data.
Table 2
Initial Codes
Initial Codes
Consultant uses personality profile
OD not understood
OD reputation of woo woo
Consultant leads teambuilding, no changes
Consultant invites openness about concerns
Consultant helps leader see obstacles
Coaching holds up mirror
Letting leaders discover who they are
Contract – what you want to have done at end that you don’t have
now
Consultant both intuitive and methodical
Consultant verifies data with team
Contract with team members, not just leader
Consultant questions bring out information not before shared
Cynical biases about consultants taking money, adding no value
Consultants do something that worked well, get invited back
Organizations can adopt great tools but it doesn’t mean they can get
commitment to implement
Consultants or trainers come in and work on a specific concept
without dealing with the real issues or challenges
Consultants or trainers come in and work on a specific concept
without dealing with the real issues or challenges
Consultants come in with certainty and they are not getting real
information within the organization
Consultants come in with certainty and they are not getting real
information within the organization
Those resources in the past were implemented without talking to the
people who would use them, who would know things
Participant had experience with all kinds of tools and resources, and
it would not result in change, because the conversations weren’t real

Categories
Assessing personalities
Understanding OD
Assuming soft skills
Not helping
Opening up
Holding up mirror
Holding up mirror
Discovering self
Contracting with consultant
Consulting process
Verifying feedback
Including team member
viewpoints
Sharing unspoken views
Not helping
Helping
Tools not helping
Not helping
Not opening up
Consulting with certainty
Not opening up
Leading with certainty
Tools not helping
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Initial Codes
Participant had experience with all kinds of tools and resources, and
it would not result in change, because the conversations weren’t real
People knowledge
Emotionally smart
Not skilled at the human dynamics piece
Organizations need emotional intelligence in senior leaders:
understanding the ‘human condition’ at a basic level
Organizational members need self-understanding
Individuals operate out of self-interest
Learn to think beyond self-interest
Individuals benefit from team learning
Individual learning requires feedback
People think they can do it themselves
The effectiveness of the team process can help individual members
put up with a lot
People do not change behavior easily, requires intentionality and
working continuously on it
Individuals need to feel good about their work or they don’t function
well
When we are valued, treated with respect, it helps us treat others
well, behave ethically, etc.
Reasons to promote to leader
Technical skills
Challenge leading teams
Skills leading teams
Knowledge leading teams
Need less command and control
Team leaders need people to help deliver outcomes
Lead through consensus
Lead through influence
Leader self-awareness
Every leader leads teams
Leaders can’t control everyone
Leaders can change by focusing on desired outcomes
Leaders can learn by focusing on desired outcomes
Leaders need safety to receive feedback
To learn, leaders need to explore actions and choices
Emotional awareness can be learned
Need to understand one’s self to explore differences
Leaders willing to ask for help
Leaders willing to look at own behavior

Categories
Not opening up
Being people smart
Being people smart
Not being people smart
Not being people smart
Understanding self
Operating out of self interest
Operating out of self interest
Learning from team experience
Learning requires feedback
Thinking no help needed
Enduring if in healthy team
process
Intentionally changing behavior
Functioning well if feeling good
Treating others well if treated
well
Promoting to leadership
Having technical skills
Leading teams is a challenge
Leading teams skills
Leading teams knowledge
Unhelpful command and control
Helping leaders deliver
outcomes
Leading through consensus
Leading through influence
Leader understanding self
Leading teams
Leaders not able to control
Focusing on outcomes
Developing by focusing on
outcomes
Receiving feedback if feeling
safe
Exploring actions and choices
Learning to be people smart
Knowing self to explore
differences
Asking for help
Looking at own behavior
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Initial Codes
Leader overconfidence
Leaders think leading org teams like leading sports teams
Leaders need to leverage abilities, contributions
Leader goal – team outputs
Leader political
Leader saving money
Consultant can’t continue if leaders not able to see missed
opportunities, obstacles to team outcomes
Help leader understand by talking about resources
How about, what if, possibilities when discussing with leader
Leader saves face
Leaders know their own issues on some level
Leaders are in the real world, not academic exercises
Leaders feel they’re supposed to know
Leaders supposed to be smart
Leaders supposed to be capable, not need help of team members
Leaders don’t know how effective groups operate
Having faith in people, letting go of control
Having faith in people, letting go of control
Requires leap of faith to allow team members to manage own team
Perception that leaders can’t change, but with compassion and
understanding and processes that work, leaders CAN change. Need
respectful behaviors in both directions and then move forward
together
This process can be viewed as separate from a leader’s work, but it
really is the leader’s work and consultants need to help them
learn/understand that
Team members not meeting
Can’t learn when taking things personally
Leaders benefit from team learning
Leaders want increased productivity
Leadership today calls for working together when nobody knows the
answer and figuring things out
Leadership today calls for working together when nobody knows the
answer and figuring things out
Orgs need teams
Flat orgs
Lean orgs
Need to hear from everyone involved for learning, change to take
place
Can be a rewards disconnect

Categories
Being overconfident
Leading like sports team
Leveraging talent
Leading team outputs
Leading politically
Saving money
Recognizing obstacles
Helping by focusing on
resources
Focusing on possibilities
Saving face
Knowing issues on some level
Leading in the real world
Thinking I need to know
Thinking I was hired to be smart
Thinking I was hired to be
reliable
Not knowing how groups
operate
Letting go of control
Having faith in people
Having faith in people
Changing successfully

Leading is the leader’s work

Failing to meet as a team
Taking things personally
Benefiting from learning on
team
Increasing productivity
Figuring things out together
Needing new answers
Needing teams
Leading flatter organizations
Leading leaner organizations
Hearing from everyone
Failing to connect rewards with
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Initial Codes
Need one enlightened leader in the org
Enlightened is seeing the value of teams, interpersonal
Those not aligned get off the bus
Orgs need to make time for staff to know one another, trust
Orgs need to make time for staff to know one another, trust
Teams not rewarded
Rewarding not what is really getting results
Rewards based on old habits
Orgs disconnected with what is leading to results
Org capacity requires interpersonal skills
Org capacity requires learning to work better together
Team members together cost money
Make most of cost of team membership time, resources
What is the truth?
Leaders, team members don’t necessarily have group skills
Group skills are unbelievably simple
Take time to sit around and talk about needs
People don’t translate learnings from other group settings to org
group situations
Power in orgs amounts to zero sum games
Dollars zero sum in orgs
Designing new org requires work around the purpose of the org
Designing measures for how each will support each other in their
roles
Designing new org requires same attention to work flows and quality
around human processes
Team interaction effectiveness not considered work in orgs
Orgs focus on quality outcome but not process leading to poor
quality
Team successes in org encourage team successes in other parts of
the org
Teams may not want to be a team

Categories
teams
Sponsoring teams
Seeing the value of teams
Firing those who are not aligned
Needing time to get to know
one another
Building trust through having
time together
Failing to connect rewards with
teams
Failing to connect rewards with
results
Following old rewards habits
Failing to connect rewards with
results
Building interpersonal skills to
build org capacity
Learning to work better
together to build org capacity
Spending dollars on giving team
members time together
Making most of team members
together
Discovering the truth
Lacking group skills
Doing groups easily
Taking time to talk together
Not transferring learnings from
one group setting to another
Leading a zero sum game
Leading zero sum dollars
Designing orgs around purpose
Measuring supporting each
other
Designing orgs around human
processes work flows and
quality
Not viewing people interactions
as work
Focusing on quality outcomes
but not processes leading to
poor quality
Encouraging team success by
seeing other team successes
Not wanting to be a team
together
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Initial Codes
Organizational context needs to support teams
Hierarchical organizations are obstacles to the lateral processes
required for teams
Without organizational support in the ways above, difficult for teams
to change behavior
Teams are not given anything to work on
Team meetings can be very ineffective
Organizations have pretend teams when they conduct routine
meetings that are ineffective
Use the team for genuine tasks that require interdependence
Teams need power to do their work
Organizational cultures adapt to the personalities of the leaders
Groups need time together working on the team process
Hard to change the team if can’t change team’s environment

Available team process resources tend to focus on the team – rather
than the larger environment
Organization has requirements for unhelpful reports
There is individual learning and team learning
There is individual learning and team learning
Single loop learning prevents organizational members from being
open
Lots of defensive behavior in organizations
Challenge to do team rewards because we live in a competitive
individualistic society
It is more cost-effective to work cross-functionally
One person does not have all of the skills needed, so need teams
Power dynamics prevent people from talking openly
Staff not aware of strategy
Rewards for senior leaders much higher
People lack experiences with successful teams
If don’t see individual alignment at corporate level, then don’t
believe
Teams need long life to become successful, build commitment
Flexibility in orgs more possible with teams

Categories
Support teams as an org
Needing lateral processes in the
org to support teams
Failing to change in teams
without org support
Failing to have team work
Failing to have effective teams
Having pretend teams
Needing work that requires
interdependence
Needing power to achieve
outcomes
Adapting culture to the leader
Needing time to work on the
team process
Changing the team requires
changing the team’s
environment
Failing to focus resources on the
environment
Completing unhelpful org tasks
as a team
Learning as an individual
Learning as a team
Learning in a single loop
Experiencing defensive behavior
in orgs
Leading in a competitive culture
Saving money working crossfunctionally
Needing collective skills of
teams
Not talking openly because of
power
Not knowing strategy
Rewarding senior leaders much
higher
Not experienced with successful
teams
Not believing org cares about
individual’s needs
Needing time to be a team
Being more flexible in orgs when
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Initial Codes
Teams not long term, miss larger perspective, stressful for the
people (chaos, fluidity)
Individuals not supported to give time, resources to team
Multiple teams working together even more challenging – more
dynamics, more relationships, more excitement, more possibilities
Individual experiences can be difficult and the team experience can
help that
Team process needed equality because problems longstanding,
needed new solutions, unconventional, creative, innovative
Paradox – freeing team members to make decisions and make own
plans which can lead to being more accountable
One team experience should look very different from another;
cannot do two alike to be successful
Three things to help teams in organizations: treat individuals with
respect, believe they have potential, and try your best to get those
out of them
Three things to help teams in organizations: treat individuals with
respect, believe they have potential, and try your best to get those
out of them
Three things to help teams in organizations: treat individuals with
respect, believe they have potential, and try your best to get those
out of them
Can apply successful team processes to future team experiences, but
do not try to replicate the previous team experience
Organizations are not building character and ethics in staff, leaders
Team leaders need to connect to possibilities
Breakdown occurs when team is called by function or because of the
function
Shared positive outcomes
Confidence can come out of focusing on positive outcomes
Important for key stakeholders to have a voice – getting those voices
to be heard and taken account
Effective teams need to take time and space to have effective
conversations
Need large-scale dialogues to help leaders throughout the
organization learn and develop
The business organizations are in is always the people business
Organizations might not know about the successes of other
organizations because consultants experiencing it are working in it
rather than writing about it
When consultants do write about it, it sounds unbelievable to some
people; they need to experience the transformation for themselves

Categories
teams operate well
Not staying together in teams
Not support teams to be
together
Increasing dynamics with groups
of groups
Helping individuals by working
in teams
Needing new solutions
Increasing accountability by
sharing decision making
Creating unique team
experiences
Treating individuals with respect

Believing individuals have
potential
Getting the best out of
individuals
Not replicating team successes,
but learning from them
Not developing ethical staff
Connecting to possibilities
Setting up teams by function
Sharing positive outcomes
Building confidence by focusing
on positive outcomes
Including all stakeholder voices
Having time and space to talk in
teams
Talking in large-scale
conversations to help the org
learn
Being in the people business
Not sharing examples of team
successes
Not believing teams can be
successful
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Initial Codes
Need measures and research to help people see what has been
accomplished
Can get all voices in the mix and decide together what results we
want to achieve
Smaller groups do work that keeps the larger group
accomplishments alive through efforts within the smaller groups
Leader development requires leaders at the top to develop first
Organizations do not change or do things differently because they
don’t know it’s possible
Get commitment and work effectively at top level and then go to
next level and so on
Need to talk to people at all levels to have real information
Teams need leader sponsors
Teams don’t work together often enough to form the team
Success starting from any point – rather than structured, led
Culture lives in our conversations
Team members say what it feels like to be on team
Feeling included on the team
Feeling respected on the team
Feeling opinions are valued on the team
Healthier, more meaningful life possible with successful team
experiences
Individual aspirations and goals achievable in team experience
Team experience can be very intense
Excellent team experience one of the most memorable for
individuals
Team process appears (and can feel) messy
Passion helps sustain when hours are long, project is big
Team schedule fluid, open; cannot be scheduled to take advantage
of unfolding, different styles, innovation, creativity, emergence
More outcomes when people work together
Difficult to measure team consultant outcomes
Team outcomes measured by diminishing conflict
Equality helpful for idea generation, better solutions
Not take things personally
Team conflict
Easier to look at work style differences
Understand one another’s work styles

Categories
Measuring team successes
Including all stakeholder voices
Doing the org work in small
groups
Leading top team effectively
Not believing change can be
successful
Leading top team effectively
Talking in real large-scale
conversations
Sponsoring teams
Not meeting as a team
Starting anywhere to work as a
team
Living our culture in
conversations
Saying how it feels to be on the
team
Feeling included on the team
Feeling respected on the team
Feeling valued on the team
Living more fully when on a
successful team
Reaching individual aspirations
through team experience
Experiencing intensity on teams
Experiencing memorable team
experiences
Seeing messy, chaotic teams
Feeling passion on teams
Experiencing emergence, fluidity
on teams
Achieving more outcomes
together
Measuring team outcomes
Reducing conflict
Creating better solutions in flat
groups
Not taking things personally
Experiencing conflict
Looking at work style
differences
Understanding work style
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Initial Codes
Talking about style differences builds trust
Talking about style differences builds trust
Trust helps deal with conflict
Trust moves the team process
Conflicts usually work style differences
Some conflict is positive
Learning about themselves and each other is the way the team
works, succeeds
Learning about themselves and each other is the way the team
works, succeeds
Reducing conflict helps deal with change
Team alignment on vision and goals
Virtual and in-person team issues similar
Team members get to know one another
Accelerate success by knowing each other
Develop trust by knowing each other
Know backgrounds
Know skills
Know hopes
Know dreams
Know fears
Team skills
Seeing what is happening compared to what is wanted
Team members say what it’s like to be on the team
Team members have occupational skills
Team members afraid to be honest about problems
Team members not engaged
Can work on issues that come out in the open
Team members do not clarify roles, direction
Team members do not clarify roles, direction
Team members need agreement on how to work through issues
Identify needed resources

Categories
differences
Discussing work style
differences
Building trust in teams
Dealing with conflict
Working better together once
trust is formed
Experiencing conflict when
there are work style differences
Experiencing positive conflict
Learning about self
Learning about others
Succeeding with change by
reducing conflict
Aligning on vision and goals
Experiencing team success in
both virtual and in-person teams
Getting to know team members
Accelerating team success by
getting to know one another
Trusting by getting to know one
another
Knowing each other’s
backgrounds
Knowing each other’s skills
Knowing each other’s hopes
Knowing each other’s dreams
Knowing each other’s fears
Having skills as a team
Identifying gap between wants
and reality
Saying how individuals
experience the team
Having occupational skills
Not being open about problems
Not feeling engaged
Working on issues that are out
in the open
Clarifying roles
Clarifying vision, direction
Getting agreement on team
process
Identifying needed resources
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Initial Codes
Issues from team interactions
Team skills learned in groups
Skills learned in families
Skills learned in school
Skills learned in sport teams
Effective teams require decisions to not be made just from the
leader
Effective teams require participative leadership
Teams might be impacted by a problem member
Problem member issues continue because people aren’t being open
about it
Team learning requires individuals sharing their individual learning
Team members and leaders can be trained to deal with elephants,
starting with easy stuff and approaching it in a way that is receivable
Team members and leaders can be trained to deal with elephants,
starting with easy stuff and approaching it in a way that is receivable
Elephants build up because people’s issues day-to-day do not get
addressed, accumulate
People can’t test theories so theories become very bizarre

Categories
Experiencing issues with team
interactions
Learning team skills in groups
Learning team skills in families
Learning team skills in school
Learning team skills in sports
teams
Sharing decision making
Sharing leadership
Experiencing people issues
Being open about people issues
Sharing individual learning
Naming elephants
Building confidence and skills by
naming safe elephants
Addressing elephants

Creating unhelpful fantasies
when not being open
Effective for teams to not have formal leadership
Sharing leadership
Effective teams have members who feel empowered
Feeling empowered
Team work requires active listening
Listening actively
Believing everyone has something to offer
Believing all have something to
offer
Putting all things out on the table in an equal way
Being open
Working toward consensus decisions
Making decisions with
consensus
Empathy
Being empathic
Doing things differently in teams requires training by calling out what Being intentional about team
will be different, how the team will handle certain situations –
process
decisions, etc.
Being together longer creates belongingness
Creating belongingness by being
together longer
Being together longer builds deeper relationships, and so more
Creating meaning for individuals
meaning for individuals
by building deeper relationships
on the team
Being together longer builds deeper relationships, and so more
Building deeper relationships by
meaning for individuals
being together longer
With more deeper relationships and more meaning, then teams can
Producing more when there are
be more productive
deeper relationships
With more deeper relationships and more meaning, then teams can
Producing more when
be more productive
individuals experience more
meaning
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Initial Codes
Equality helpful in continuing team process – engaging
Team experiences needs to connect the needs of the leader as well
as the needs of the team members
Teams needs to be signing on to the potential for positive outcomes
in order to engage them individually (effectively)
Trying to fix the team problems by setting out to make people relate
better through personality assessments or other development
options are not effective
Have conversations and uncover what’s really going on; so not
focusing on changing one behavior but rather looking at what might
be happening to understand the context of the behavior
Important to find out the interests of the team members and
leadership and demonstrate for each other what is common. Then
build from there.
Diverse work styles
Team skill – putting out viewpoint, holding it lightly, and hearing
other viewpoints
Team awareness, executive consciousness
Team mechanics
Team mechanics
Team books next to the diet books
Team books next to the diet books
A lot of people don’t want to be empowered
Having each other’s back
Doing real work as a team and experiencing success is the way to
learn team skills
Doing real work as a team and experiencing success is the way to
learn team skills
Higher the patrol level, lower the team functionality
Bringing together microcosms, miniatures representing the system
Problem with six sigma – assumes paradigms won’t change
Focusing on the positive – what would ‘better’ look like?
Focusing on the positive – what would ‘better’ look like?
Organization elements in touch with each other – conscious
organization
Consultants need to do process consulting, not expert consulting
Learning to build whole organizations are lifetime learnings
Learning to build whole organizations are lifetime learnings
Consultant processes are inherently OD and are repeatable – so fits
orgs
Kurt Lewin coined phrase “process” and talked about predictable

Categories
Creating engagement when
teams are flat
Connecting needs of all team
members
Aiming for positive outcomes
Fixing problems through styles
awareness
Being open

Focusing on individual interests

Differing work styles
Holding viewpoint lightly, being
open to other viewpoints
Knowing ourselves as a team
Knowing how we work together
Focusing on how we work
together, team process
Challenging to replicate
someone else’s success
Simple, not easy
Wanting to be told what to do
Looking out for each other
Learning team skills
Experiencing success
Patrolling lowers team
functionality
Thinking systems
Being able to respond to major
changes
Focusing on the positive
Focusing on possibilities
Knowing itself as an org
Do process consulting
Learning for a lifetime
Building whole orgs
Executing repeatable OD
processes
Predicting dynamics
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Initial Codes
dynamics in 1930s
Groups require commonality
Groups require boundaries (containers)
Teams are needed when people are needed to get it done right, on
time, etc.
By nature cross-functional teams create cross-functional
responsibility for outcomes
Cross-functional teams live in systems that do not support crossfunctional leadership, accountability, decision making, etc.
Leadership teams are by nature cross-functional
Org charts usually depict the pretend org – pretending how work is
done, how decisions are made
Human beings are a**holes
Issues with teams is pervasive
Team issues are the same for top teams and line teams

Leaders not held accountable for learning leadership skills, so not
incentive to grow them
Leaders not supported in culture for learning leadership skills, so not
incentive to grow them
Can get much greater gains, improvements by focusing on what’s
working well
Knowing something about a topic is not enough to help us change
things, i.e., health care, education; we’ve discovered solutions but
it’s not enough to help us implement
Change always starts with a disruption, which is unsettling
Change always starts with a disruption, which is unsettling
Having an idea of the issue ahead, viewing an issue from a current
context, needing to have answers, needing to be viewed as being
capable
Reducing everything to “a vs. b”; life is more complex than that
Helps for consultants to ask questions with org point of contact that
demonstrates the differences they may not be experiencing and
which could be very helpful
In almost every complex system, there is anger, built-up animosity
ready to be unleashed

Categories
Building groups requires
commonality
Building groups requires
boundaries
Creating teams when obvious
they’re needed
Sharing responsibility for
outcomes
Having cross-functional teams
without cross-functional
cultures
Having leadership teams is by
nature cross-functional
Having org charts shows
pretend org
Being a**holes
Having issues with teams is
common
Having effective teams is same
process for top team as line
teams
Building leader skills not
supported
Building leader skills not
supported
Focusing on what’s working well
Knowing solutions is not enough

Changing begins with a
disruption
Changing is unsettling
Operating out of certainty

Operating out of certainty
Demonstrating new ways of
doing things
Unleashing energy
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Then I combined them into related codes and groupings, or focused codes. Through
memowriting and data analysis, I identified 10 Theoretical Codes. Table 3 displays 31 Focused
Codes and corresponding Theoretical Codes.
Table 3
Focused, Theoretical Codes
Focused Codes

Theoretical Codes

Focusing on the wrong issues

Barriers

Not knowing what is getting results in the org

Barriers

Org culture affects teams

Barriers

Increasing complexity

Challenge needing resolution

Consulting can help reveal blind spots

Facilitators

Consultants contracting with stakeholders

Facilitators

Being people-smart

Individuals need

Building on success

Individuals need

Having individual needs

Individuals need

Hearing feedback

Individuals need

Learning requires feedback

Individuals need

Not taking things personally

Individuals need

Being people-smart

Leaders need

Being self-aware as a leader

Leaders need

Better results through teams

Leaders need

Building on shared outcomes

Leaders need

Consulting can help reveal blind spots

Leaders need

Dealing with conflict

Leaders need

Discussing possibilities

Leaders need

Having individual needs

Leaders need

Hearing feedback

Leaders need

Leaders needing to appear competent

Leaders need
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Focused Codes

Theoretical Codes

Learning from others‟ success

Leaders need

Learning requires feedback

Leaders need

Needing leadership support

Leaders need

Needing less command and control

Leaders need

Needing to hear from everyone

Leaders need

Not taking things personally

Leaders need

Rewarding teams

Leaders need

Understanding how teams work

Leaders need

Simple, not easy

Not categorized

Starts at the org level

Not categorized

Aligning vision and goals

Orgs need

Better results through teams

Orgs need

Building on shared outcomes

Orgs need

Building on success

Orgs need

Dealing with conflict

Orgs need

Discussing possibilities

Orgs need

Learning from others‟ success

Orgs need

Needing more voices for solutions

Orgs need

Needing to hear from everyone

Orgs need

Rewarding teams

Orgs need

Benefitting from the team experience

Team experience

Aligning vision and goals

Teams need

Building on shared outcomes

Teams need

Building on success

Teams need

Building trust

Teams need

Dealing with conflict

Teams need

Discussing possibilities

Teams need

Learning from others‟ success

Teams need
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Focused Codes

Theoretical Codes

Needing leadership support

Teams need

Needing less command and control

Teams need

Needing more voices for solutions

Teams need

Needing time together

Teams need

Needing to hear from everyone

Teams need

Rewarding teams

Teams need

Understanding how teams work

Teams need

The focused codes were synthesized into theoretical codes regarding effective teams,
including what is needed for teams to function, the role of the leader, potential barriers, potential
facilitators, and the impact of the whole organization. Below is a description of these emerging
theoretical codes.
Teams need – What teams need to develop and perform effectively, including alignment and
shared outcomes, ways to manage interactions and relationships, and how team members and
team performance are affected by team leadership.
Individuals need – Perspectives and needs of individuals as they participate in the team process,
for example, how to relate to others effectively and what they need to know individually to
perform effectively on the team.
Leaders need – Importance of the leader in developing and maintaining the team, the style of
leadership that is needed for effective solutions to complex issues across multiple stakeholders
and environments, and individual competencies necessary for leading healthy interactions and
communication among team members.
Organizations need – Role of the environment in the larger organization as critical to the success
of the team and effectiveness of the team‟s leadership.
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Barriers/Facilitators – Potential barriers to team success and facilitators to team success, related
to the impact of the larger environment and support that can come from external and internal
process consultants.
I followed a basic tenet of Grounded Theory by letting these initial categories inform the
direction of my interviews, and I engaged in theoretical sampling, which helped focus my
recruitment of participants based on the concepts and theoretical categories emerging in the data
from the first six interviews. I continued to launch interviews with the same statement about a
disconnect between available resources and organizations struggling with teams. Later, I added
follow-up questions that focused on the attributes of effective teams, the role of the leader,
potential barriers and facilitators, and how the pursuit of maintaining effective teams related to
the larger organization. These additions were based on the theoretical codes as they developed.
Interpretive theory development seeks to understand phenomena from the perspectives of
those experiencing it: “This type of theory assumes emergent, multiple realities; indeterminacy;
facts and values as inextricably linked; truth as provisional; and social life as processual”
(Charmaz, 2006, p. 126-127). I developed numerous strategies to accurately document and
manage the large amount of information from 18 interviews and to follow the methodology. One
strategy incorporated electronic data analysis to provide an alternative perspective on the
emerging data.
At this phase, I entered all of the interview data into Qualrus™, a qualitative research
software tool, to help compare data from the first six interviews with the subsequent 12
interviews and to provide a fresh view of the focused and theoretical codes following all 18
interviews. I was providing an affirming process to cross-check the focused and theoretical
codes.
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Initial and focused codes in Qualrus™. I copied all 18 interviews verbatim into a
project text file in Qualrus™ and coded line-by-line, cross-referencing with the 11 pages of
initial codes. Then I grouped them into codes to verify my perceptions of the emerging data.
Table 4
Codes in Qualrus™
Affected by leadership
Aligning vision and goals
Being open
Being people-smart
Being self-aware as a leader
Benefitting from team
experience
Better outcomes
Better results through teams
Building commitment
Building on shared outcomes
Building on success
Building trust
Category Barriers
Category Facilitators
Category Human Nature
Category Individuals Need
Category Leaders Need
Category Orgs Need
Category Team Experience
Category Teams Need
Challenge needing resolution
Compelling purpose
Concrete example
Consulting can help reveal blind
spots

Contracting with stakeholders
Dealing with conflict
Discussing possibilities
Eliminating ineffective staff
Emerging
Focusing on positive
Focusing on the whole
Focusing on the wrong issues
Groups are important in orgs
Hard to apply theory
Hard to apply training
Having individual needs
Hearing feedback
Increase chance for success
Increasing complexity
Intervening with the whole
Leaders needing to be
competent
Leadership team
Learning by doing
Learning from others' success
Learning requires feedback
Making decisions
Mission
Needing leadership support

Needing less command and
control
Needing more voices for
solutions
Needing time together
Needing to hear from everyone
Not knowing what is getting
results in the org
Not taking things personally
Org culture affects teams
Problem solving with “knowns”
Processes are key
Representative staff mixture
Residing in a system
Rewarding individuals
Rewarding teams
Self-as-instrument
Simple not easy
Starts at the org level
Taking risks
Team consciousness
Understanding how teams work
Understanding human dynamics
Values
Working in silos

I felt confident that the electronic data analysis process demonstrated support for the initial and
focused codes previously developed in MS Word™, and I shifted to theoretical coding as a next
step.
Theoretical codes. Again, I copied all 18 interviews verbatim into a new project text file
and coded section by section, affirming eight theoretical codes: Barriers, Facilitators, Human
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Nature, Individuals Need, Leaders Need, Teams Need, Organizations Need, and the Team
Experience.
While memowriting, I continued to focus on the impact of the environment in the larger
organization and recognized that the only longer-term success stories shared by interview
participants in this study related to efforts and strategies aimed at the whole organization. Only
then were individual teams able to thrive and perform well.
I am a visual thinker, and it helped me to draw what I was thinking about the needs of
individual teams to perform effectively, and those needs included developing the individual
team, the role of the leader on interactions and team performance, and the environment of the
larger organizational system. Most examples of success for teams were in situations where
internal or external consultants facilitated the process, and I needed to represent how the
facilitation related to teams, leaders, and the organization as a whole. I had also heard
overwhelmingly the need for top leadership teams to support organizational cultures of effective
teams, and this was a potential barrier or facilitator to the process. Figure 1 displays how I
visualized the relationships of these conceptual categories initially as described by participants:
Teams/Groups Need, Leaders Need, Organizations Need, Barriers/Facilitators, Organization
Systems, and Organization Culture. Figure 2 expanded four of the categories: Teams/Groups
Need, Leaders Need, Organizations Need, and Barriers/Facilitators, with their corresponding
focused codes as displayed in MS Word™ and supported in Qualrus™. As codes, Organization
Systems and Organization Culture were not explored fully at this point, because I was not clear
how the relationships connected to a larger theory about teams in organizations.
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Organization Systems

Leaders Need

Teams/Groups
Need

Barriers/Facilitators

Organizations
Need
Organization Culture

Figure 1. Theoretical Categories. Visual diagram of six categories as they emerged in initial and
focused coding: Teams/Groups Need, Leaders Need, Organizations Need, Barriers/Facilitators,
Organization Systems, and Organization Culture.
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Figure 2. Focused Codes for Theoretical Categories. Codes within four of the categories from
Figure 1: Groups/Teams Need, Leaders Need, Organizations Need, and Barriers/Facilitators.
Then I followed Charmaz‟s (2006) recommendation to utilize the writing process as a
step in theory development and outlined the first draft of this chapter with tentative themes of
how the conceptual categories potentially connected to one another. I was formulating a linear
view of what teams need in organizations (following progressively from the needs of the team‟s
development to the presence of effective team leadership and to an organizational culture that
supports teams), and drafting the chapter helped clarify some of those relationships for me.
I returned to the interviews in sequence and noted that in my third interview, Participant
#3 named the environment of the team as his first response to my research question. He
described the context of the team and systems as not supportive of teamwork. Participant #4 also
related her first thoughts about my research to the “macro level” of corporate life. During the
fifth interview, the participant described his work with organizations and how it is more effective
to focus on “possibilities” and positive outcomes (P #5). Participant #6 provided her first
concrete example of success in the interview by discussing a consulting engagement wherein
cross-functional team leaders came together to share conversations, identify potentially positive
goals, and design processes to work well together.
By the seventh interview, the participant‟s response to my opening research question
centered on transforming the entire system and the effects of the larger culture on individual
teams (P #7). At this stage in the interview process, I began to ask interviewees about developing
the whole system, and I also added questions about focusing on positive outcomes and
possibilities. My initial research question was broadened to incorporate the effects of the system
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of the organization on individual teams and how organizations could improve the larger
environment.
In reviewing the data and the potential relationships among teams and leaders and
organizations, I noted numerous examples of effective team experiences, but they were not able
to sustain the performance – due to the effects of leadership and the larger organization. I
pondered what support teams needed from leaders and the organization, but the data revealed a
different view of this question. Interestingly, teams did not necessarily need support from
leadership or the larger organization; rather, teams needed leadership and the organization to not
get in the way of their development and performance.
Then I looked at team leaders and their performance. Similar to teams, the examples
indicated team leaders did not necessarily need the larger organization‟s support to lead their
teams effectively. It was the influence and obstacles from top leadership and other groups in the
organization that impeded the potential for performance by the leader and team. This was
counterintuitive to me, and yet, it showed up consistently in the data across multiple concrete
examples of failures and successes.
I was developing a theory about teams in an organizational system, and it raised
questions for me about what we know about organizations and how they struggle with their
teams. The data pointed to the critical role of a facilitator in the process for improving team
functioning. Additionally, numerous participants named the act of sharing success stories as a
strategy for organizations to help other organizations discover the potential for positive change,
helping them redirect habits and structures to open the way for whole organization development.
The visualizing process helped solidify my theory‟s main categories with their subtopics
and encouraged me to set aside subtopics that did not fit nor needed additional exploration,
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which I discuss in Chapter 5. Letting these concepts go was a painful process, until I read in
Charmaz (2006) that they can be pursued in later efforts and do not diminish the value of the
current theory.
In the pages that follow, I outline my theory that developed based on initial codes,
memowriting, focused codes, theoretical codes, electronic categorizing, diagramming, and
drafting the writing of a potential theory. My theory addresses the experience of teams in
organizations and what teams need for their own performance while residing in the larger
organizational system. Participants are quoted verbatim, except I removed ums, ahs, and
redundant language (repeats, etc.) without changing the meaning of their recitations.
Theory about Effective Teams in Organizations
As I approached the conceptual categories and theoretical codes, I thought about the
intent of my original question – how can organizations have more effective teams? In reviewing
how the concepts were connected to one another, I focused on what I was learning about
organizational groups, what participants said about team leaders, how organizations utilize team
resources, and what was getting in the way of organizations maintaining effective teams. Five
theoretical categories emerged: effective teams, effective team leaders, organizations supporting
teams, developing the whole organization, and learning through examples of success stories from
others. The first theme in the theory describes how teams can perform effectively as individual
groups.
Effective teams. All participants talked about the importance of having effective groups
in organizations. A few commented that people generally want to participate in groups that
perform well, however, most do not experience it personally.
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I was at a conference, and we had probably 75 people in the room. One of my colleagues
asked, „how many work in group?‟, and everybody in the room raised their hand. Then he
said, „how many of those groups you‟re working in are effective, successful, highperforming?‟ And I‟ll bet there were 4 hands left up. (P #12)
Numerous participants talked about the benefits of having effective groups.
It makes employees happier, decreases turnover, so if you just want to look at numbers
and ratios, you say, my turnover ratio‟s going to be a lot less if I have a higher
functioning team. And then the organization is going to be a living organization where
you have more vibrancy and you‟ve got ideas coming up from the bottom, not only just
from the top. How else do you grow or grow your company unless you have new ideas?
You can‟t; no business is going to survive on one idea. Businesses go through cycles up
and down, and they stagnate, and they grow, and so you need growth… The best way to
do that is with the human mind, to promote teamwork and make sure people are happy
and healthy. (P #16)
One participant discussed the importance of achieving results while working in groups,
describing how hard it is to rely on individuals in organizations today. “It‟s too much to expect;
even our smartest research scientists have to collaborate with people in four corners of the world
in order to actually solve the technical problems they‟re dealing with” (P #9). Participant #3
described it this way:
There are economies to be had by not just creating a product in the R & D lab, but also
working with the production people and the packaging people and the marketing people
and doing it all as part of a system is just a much more cost-effective way in the end…
We‟re moving from a very simple view of how to do things into a much more complex,
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multi-faceted way of of working, and as you do that, you need to have multi-faceted
skills, and no one person has all those skills, so you end up needing teams.
Participants affirmed many of the accepted principles about effective groups – aligned
vision and goals, shared outcomes, clear understanding of the work and roles of team members,
and so on. They also highlighted the critical role of the leader in shaping and maintaining
effective teams. The data indicated the following are required for effective teams to function in
organizations.
Focus on the team’s work. Groups are most effective when they: (a) coalesce around a
compelling purpose, (b) focus on outcomes to achieve together, and (c) align on the direction of
the work, vision for the outcome, and shared understanding of the team‟s goals. Teams need a
compelling enough purpose for the group to come together and work toward a desired outcome,
“having a question that is ambitious enough, inspiring enough, and large enough that it attracts
them to step in” (P #12).
Shared outcomes are needed to motivate group members together and to prevent focusing
on department or individual goals. “The real key to having an effective team is to have the team
own doing whatever it takes to get to the outcome and to be able to work together to do that” (P
#10). A team consultant talked about how teams are being used “for the wrong stuff or they‟re
being labeled team when what they really mean is just a bunch of people who happen to work
together” (P #8).
A lot of what the team is used for is not really stuff that the team is doing together.
They‟re not really working together… The weekly department meeting [is] mainly the
boss telling people what‟s going on or what they should do, and everybody just sits there.
Then afterward, they‟re all complaining how ineffective the team is. (P #3)
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Teams also need to manage alignment across team members to ensure shared direction
and goals. One participant described it this way: “The first thing a team needs to know is what
are we shooting for, because if not, they‟re all kind of shooting for what they think the goal is,
and that could be 10 different things” (P #11).
Managing interpersonal dynamics and leveraging the collective. The potential for
innovation and performance is much greater for teams than individuals, primarily because of the
collective talents, skills, education, experience, styles, and roles within the team. However, the
challenges of interactions increase exponentially with the addition of each team member.
The dynamics get really complicated, the human dynamics. There‟s just two of us here;
there‟s only a 2-way dynamic. Add a third person, and you‟ve got 6 dynamics. With 3, 4,
and 5, it just gets so complex for everybody. (P #18)
Team members need skills to effectively interact with one another and avoid getting
bogged down in destructive conflicts, misunderstandings, and the potential for misalignment
across team members. “Everybody works in one, and yet, nobody spends a lot of time
understanding how to make them more effective” (P #13).
Our differences are actually going to make us stronger as a team once we know how to
deal with the conflict that it brings about. Because that is exactly why we have teams,
because two heads are better than one… if we can get past the differences that end up
creating conflict in the first place. (P #1)
The collective can provide increased development and innovation, but only if the group
is able to work with differences among members.
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The old model is that you‟re looking for somebody who has the answers, who has the
vision, and you follow them. That just doesn‟t work in the kind of world we live in...
challenges where nobody knows the answer or we disagree strongly. (P #5)
Today‟s challenges are best addressed by “inviting a greater diversity of perspectives” (P
#12), and the greatest competency team members can develop is the ability to work well with
others. Teams must develop habits of hearing from one another, listening without judging, and
managing a variety of needs and perspectives to make decisions and take action toward desired
outcomes. The process for developing relationships and communication includes monitoring the
group‟s behaviors together, and participants described this level of expertise in different ways,
including “executive consciousness” (P #5).
One process that can help reduce negative interactions among team members is
transparency about decision making. Several participants refuted the notion that individuals only
favor decisions with which they agree. Rather, it is transparency of the decision making process
that is an indicator of team effectiveness.
You can have very command and control kinds of team leaders and it can work, and you
can have very consensus-driven team leaders and it can work… But everybody needs to
be clear about how decisions are going to get made, and they must believe that that
method is fair. (P #10)
Time and space to learn together. A critical element for maintaining effective groups in
organizations is time and space to be together. Many participants discussed the pitfalls of
forming groups for short periods of time or having groups with expectations for performance
who do not work together long enough to learn about each other, develop an executive
consciousness, and come to be able to predict the needs and behaviors of one another.
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One participant relayed an experience as a member of a high-performing group over a
year and a half within a Fortune 500 technology company. “We were just able to work so much
faster than other people around us, because we knew each other‟s perspectives so well” (P #15).
Participant #2 discussed team skills as similar to developing talents or knowledge in other
disciplines.
I think a lot of people don‟t have the skills, and I don‟t mean that in an arrogant way.
They just don‟t believe how simple it is, that working with a team and improving team
performance can be about sitting around and talking about what you need to do and
having some agreement on how to do it, you know, working through issues, and making
sure that missing resources are somehow provided for or at least recognized. (P #2)
Another participant highlighted potential misperceptions about teams seeking time
together in organizations, “Let‟s get back to work. Why are you people sitting around talking?”
(P #10). He illustrated this critical team competency by comparing organizational groups
spending time together with the effectiveness of a sports teams in its third year together
compared with its first year.
This is why when the United States picks an all-star team to go represent it in the
Olympics, it can lose, even though it has the best players in the world… The execution of
the double-play gets better and better the more those players have played together. (P
#10)
The data indicated teams could perform effectively with the above approaches and
attributes, but only for a period of time. At some point, the role of the team leader would benefit
or hinder the performance of the team. The second theme in the theory relates to the role of the
team‟s leader.
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Effective teams need effective team leaders. A second component of effective teams
focuses on the team‟s leader, who can either facilitate effective team processes or be a barrier to
relationship-building and team performance. Common issues include how leaders interact with
team members to achieve outcomes and how leaders manage the relationships and
communication.
Leading the team process. One participant shared experiences with leaders and their
groups while working at a Fortune 500 manufacturing company:
In some teams, it was kind of a miserable failure and the product was minimal, because
the leader either knew best or was only willing to accept certain things or guided by
something either political or budgetary or something that wouldn‟t allow them to use the
full extent of the people. Or the ideas that people had for whatever the project was or
whatever the work was would either be too much money or somebody wouldn‟t accept it
further up the line. (P #2)
The most important role for a team leader is to help team members contribute to team
outcomes, making the most of each team member‟s time, talents, and organizational resources.
“Whatever is their style, [leaders] have to be able to bring people together who have different
personality types and to figure out how to get them focused on a goal” (P #10).
Participants talked about the complexities and challenges in organizations, which require
new solutions and new ways of working. Leaders need to be able to maximize the contributions
of all team members, and one barrier is the leader‟s own need to have answers or to appear to be
competent. Participant #2 worked in organizations for decades and described organizational
leadership cultures where leaders perceived rewards were based on individual performance.
Also, “They hired me, I‟m smart, and I gotta do it myself.” He said:
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[They] believe they have to do it all themselves and not use the resources they have…
They spent 4 or 5 years in college, or 6 or 7, and it‟s all individual. It‟s based on
individual performance for the most part. (P #2)
Leaders “genuinely believe [finding answers] is their job, and when it starts happening
from elsewhere, it‟s confusing and disorienting” (P #12). Another participant‟s perspective is
presented below:
The priority challenge is to change our understanding of leadership so it isn‟t the person
with the vision and the answers, but it‟s the person who can be the lead learner among us,
who can bring us into a dialogue where our differences are recognized as assets we learn
from, rather than as problems to be managed. (P #5)
As a team leader, Participant #4 shared her perspective leading a team that was a crossfunctional project team within a major university, and the team emerged in its own participative
way.
We were very equal in terms of engaging in how to design the project and how to
creatively find a better solution. One thing that I remember, I did not impose what needs
to be done… What we did was to come up with different ways to achieve [the project‟s
outcomes] that involved a lot of ingenuity and creativity and innovation. I think that was
very freeing for the team, because they were accountable, they were responsible to
produce results, but they also had incredible amounts of freedom to do that. (P #4)
An organizational consultant described her work with leaders:
Disruption can be very unsettling. Our first impulse for both individuals and
organizations is to try and ignore or suppress it or explain it away or do a quick fix and
get back to business as usual. We try and incorporate it into a way that we usually think
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and act and fit it within our habit patterns. Sometimes, that‟s really all it takes, for
example, if you think about a broken car or something; it may be that‟s all you need to
do. But if there is something deeper going on, it will either break again or it gets louder,
and the strategy most organizations (and frankly most organization development focuses
on) is what I would call „acting from certainty‟ or „change management‟… It‟s creating a
plan and steps to execute the plan and making sure people are assigned and pursuing
those plans. Where the issues are more complex and tend to be more social than
technical, those kinds of change management approaches, which are based in certainty
and having the answers before we begin, don‟t work. What is needed is what I would
characterize as „acting from inquiry‟; given that we‟re looking for something
transformative, we don‟t necessarily know what the answers are going to be going in. The
work becomes much more about creating conditions with questions that we can‟t answer
before we start and are best addressed by inviting a greater diversity of perspectives,
people who aren‟t necessarily already part of the conversation… Going beyond the usual
suspects. It can be unnerving for people in organizations, because we don‟t necessarily
know what the outcomes are going to be before we step in. This is part of the reason we
don‟t do the stuff we know works [team theories and models] – it has a lot more
uncertainty to it in terms of the strategies needed to actually make something happen. (P
#12)
Several participants named leading with less “command and control” as a new model of
leadership necessary in today‟s organizations. One consultant works with groups in an
international Fortune 500 manufacturing corporation and coaches newly-promoted managers
who lead:
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…multi-functional teams with people who are on those teams that they must get the work
done through, but they are not directly reporting to… They don‟t have the same kind of
control, so they have to learn how to lead through consensus and lead through influence.
(P #1)
When Participant #8 first heard my research question, she said her reaction was “because
human beings are a**holes… and some of what I meant by that was because we have such a
model of being autocrats and top-down and dictators.”
Another participant talked about the new organizational world:
We‟re in a time where the basic model of leadership is changing from one of hierarchy to
one of network, and what it takes to be successful in a hierarchy is a very different set of
skills than what it takes to be successful in a network. Networks run by a combination of
hubbage-forming and linkages-forming, and those are at least two styles of leadership
that are very different... It‟s a more complex picture; there‟s more of a collective
leadership that goes on. (P #12)
One consultant shared the perspective of a former IBM leader:
„You can either spend time building support for a decision and implement it quickly, or
you can make the decision quickly and spend the next two years trying to get people to
believe in it.‟ What he was practicing was a kind of involvement, being very clear about
the fact that this is not a democracy, we are not putting every decision up to a vote. But
we are interested in getting people involved, in having input, so that those decisions
reflect not only the intended consequences, but the unintended consequences that might
occur from any particular decision. (P #10)
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In the following example, the organizational leader worked with group members to
address a major organizational challenge. The leader might have directed a change and killed the
project without input from group members. Instead, the leader gathered group members to
strategize together.
Energy from across the whole organization was needed to make the strategy work. We
identified a gap between the aspiration and the reality in terms of what they thought they
could accomplish. And there was a huge discussion. Do we lower our aspirations to do
what we believe we can do [only]? Or do we leave it where it is and figure out how to
close the gap? The unanimous opinion of everybody was, let‟s leave it the way it is and
close the gap. (P #13)
The data indicated participative leadership is not always possible or even required.
Rather, it is critical that leaders involve team members in the process and maintain transparency
around decision making.
[One leader is] the most command and control I‟ve ever worked for… He‟s predictable
and consistent in his behavior, you know exactly how to work with him, you know
exactly what to expect from him. He does it with some dignity and respect for his people,
but he still bosses them. (P #13)
He described his own experiences as a leader:
As much as you want to be appreciative and participative, sometimes, the most
appreciative and positive thing you can do is to be autocratic and say, this is the way it‟s
going to be… This is what we‟re going to do, and it‟s either because there is no good
answer or everybody recognizes that in the moment, any choice will work, and we simply
need to make a decision. And so somebody has to decide. (P #13)
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Participant #10 discussed effective group processes at Toyota that contributed to the
design of quality cars, even though leadership made final decisions. Auto line leaders were
tasked to build “a mega-team of engineers… and then the Chief Engineer is god; he makes the
final call. There is no groupthink, no committees, no nothing.” At Toyota, top-down leadership
was effective in building and maintaining high-performing teams.
Managing the team. Team leaders, by nature of the structure of organizations, have
power and influence over the individuals on the team. How leaders manage the team
relationships and communication affects the team‟s outcomes, positively or negatively. Leaders
must understand human dynamics to be able to manage relationships and their own behaviors in
the team process. “It is a higher level of development that‟s required for individuals to really
listen and get inside of other viewpoints” (P #5). Numerous participants talked about the
maturity and emotional development of the leader in the group. One consultant works with
companies in both Asia and the United States and discussed development and maturity in those
cultures.
In the U.S., you‟ve gotta win, and second place doesn‟t count. People haven‟t learned
how to have healthy conflicts, so it‟s hard to mature… In Asia, the education and family
systems haven‟t created a lot of openness. A lot of the conflict gets swept under the
carpet. It‟s hard to be a norming, high-performing team if people haven‟t learned how to
storm properly and in a healthy way. (P #14)
Several participants referenced superficial attempts by leaders to address human
dynamics issues.
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They‟ll separate the people, or they‟ll change one person‟s role, or they‟ll structure their
department meeting differently, so that they can all have turns talking or something.
They‟ll do something that will avoid the issues occurring. (P #9)
Many organizations commit significant resources to Leadership Development and still
report a need to increase development among their leaders. One participant remarked how
leadership and its development are intangible compared to other organizational tasks and
processes. You “can‟t order a box of leadership… It‟s easy to open up a financial statement and
say, well, we‟re either making money or not making money.” (P #16)
Another described the typical training programs available in most organizations and his example
of a more effective approach.
You can‟t take a leader off to a course or a workshop and say, here‟s the new behavior.
That‟s intellectually interesting, but it doesn‟t change anything. I‟m working with a
company doing strategic planning with cross-multiple countries, and we tried to have
leaders lead this process differently than they would normally. What would that look
like? More inspiration than perspiration, more like engagement than telling. Let‟s
redefine the process that is embedded in some of these characteristics and help leaders
think about the questions to ask and how to approach the change differently to see the
difference. How would you do this on a normal day-to-day? And if the answer was
consistent with where they wanted to go, it sounded good. If the answer wasn‟t consistent
with where they wanted to go, then as the consultant, I said, have you ever considered
blah blah or blah? With links to the theories and research and things we know, I would
say, if you were to do it differently, here‟s how you might think about it. [While] doing
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the work the leadership team needed to do, they changed the way they did it in a
conscious way. (P #13)
I was learning about the role of the team leader in maintaining the effectiveness of teams.
Numerous participants described effective leaders who could maintain performing teams for a
period of time. Inevitably, the environment of the larger organization became a factor in the
potential for successful teams and their leaders. The third theme in the theory focuses on the
environment surrounding leaders and teams.
Effective teams need support from the larger organization. Participants discussed
how teams develop and the effect of the organizational environment on team outcomes. Most
agreed that support from the top leadership team and the larger organizational culture is
necessary for sustained success in effective groups. Several referred to examples where effective
teams developed and persisted without senior leadership or organizational support, in the short
term. Most agreed it is possible to have effective teams without organizational support for a
period of time; ultimately, organizational support is required for continued effectiveness.
Teams are components of a larger system, and many interviewees described the
experience of emerging groups and the impact of organizations on groups (and groups on
organizations). One consultant called these effective groups “pockets of excellence” (P #10).
Another leader said her team is somewhat effective, “given the resources we‟re given and the
limitations on us” (P #11). Participant #15 shared her story as a member of successful selfdirected groups in the technology industry:
I was fed up, and I was thinking about either switching divisions or leaving my company.
Almost by accident, I started working with a few other people. Our idea was that we had
been four separate divisions that had been pulled together under one umbrella, upper
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management thinking synergy would happen when these four somewhat related divisions
got pulled together. But two years later, we still did everything the same old way. We still
planned our products separately, and so I found one person and then another person, and
eventually, there were five of us who really thought we should be planning and designing
families of products, looking at our whole organization together, and figuring out ways to
plan, design, develop, and evaluate products together. „Grass roots‟ is one word that
people would use to call what we were. Four of us were employees from different
divisions, and one of us was a manager, although within this group, he wasn‟t our
manager, nor did he act like our manager. (P #15)
I asked her if top leadership support was needed for teams to maintain effectively; she replied,
“I‟ve seen them exist in environments where it seemed like management was doing everything
possible wrong, yet, these groups existed.” (P #15)
Participant #12 was asked about the role of leadership support in group effectiveness, and
she provided a story about organizations in the field of Journalism.
Question: Would you say that the people in power are going to need to participate
eventually or the success is going to look different or have less of a chance?
Answer: There‟s a „yes‟ and a „no‟ to that. I‟m saying this from the context of spending
the last several years working with journalists. You look at newspapers dying, closing
their doors; there are some people in power, I think of it as „deer in the headlights‟, who
will choose to die before they change, because the nature of the change is just so foreign
to them that they have no trust of it as a path through. But what does happen, it‟s like the
old system dies and a new system is reborn, and if you look at the ebb and flow of any
kind of adoption of new ways of working, depending on whether you‟re looking at the
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5,000- or the 50,000-foot level, one of the things you‟ll see is that many experiments
actually start very small and begin to grow some level of success.
She described the value emerging groups can bring to an organization.
I was working with one company, and the really innovative stuff was happening out in
the field. When their performance results showed up, they were so far outside the norm
that somebody at headquarters eventually asked „what‟s going on there?‟… Sometimes,
those „islands of excellence‟ end up being rejected by the larger system, and the people
involved go someplace else or start their own businesses. Sometimes, they became
models that headquarters pick up and says we need to do more of that, how do we do
that? (P #12)
A consultant described the challenges for individual groups over an extended period of
time:
You can get results that make a difference for that year, I mean, really make a
measureable difference in the business. And some people will learn a whole lot
personally out of that. Whether it actually makes a difference for the whole business is
tough when you‟re just one little cell trying to keep it alive. (P #6)
She described an example of her work with organizations and the effect of the larger
environment and leadership on individual groups:
The kinds of things we were doing over there can get totally wiped out in a sense, like
that little cultural change that was happening at that level is really hard to sustain in the
face of that kind of major strategic change incompatible with top leadership. I don‟t have
a lot of experience with sustained success when the top leadership doesn‟t play a partner
role in the change. (P #6)
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Many participants said that a critical component of leading effective groups is having the
leadership and organizational support to eliminate staff who are not performing. “When I think
over who all is in our department, there are a lot of people that should not still be there. They‟re
just not performing, but they‟ve been there so long, it‟s like, well, they‟ve been here forever…
and they get away with it” (P #11). One consultant shared a story about how leadership support
was critical for performance and change in higher education, focusing on a new leader who was
tasked with turning around a low-performing department.
How do you hold people accountable who hadn‟t been used to being accountable? When
we went in, it was a case of this is how it is, and there‟s probably nothing we can do
about it. And when we got done, these leaders found out there was something they could
do about it. [The college president] transferred her in, because she was a can-do kind of
gal, and he made it clear he had much higher expectations of this organization that had
been slumbering, had not been living up to its potential, and he didn‟t exactly say what
the consequences would be, but he made it real clear there was a sense of urgency here to
improve performance. With just that mandate, this woman came in, and we worked with
the leadership team, and it turns out, this is amazing, she actually did manage to fire
about 6 people… The rest of the staff, there may have been 30 left, were actually
grateful, because you know what? People that work hard don‟t like it when [other] people
skate. What they assumed was that either management didn‟t care that people weren‟t
doing their jobs, or they couldn‟t tell. So morale rose dramatically… It changed the
dynamic. (P #10)
When teams and leaders develop in ways that enhance performance together, several
participants described the potential for amazing outcomes and success. However, most agreed
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those individual teams will eventually struggle as they interface with the larger environment and
its power structure and culture, i.e., how decisions are made, the organizational design and
processes, interactions with other groups, leadership facilitation or barriers, and other ways the
organizational culture affects the day-to-day experiences of individuals and groups. Below, a
team consultant describes the challenges for individual teams in organizations.
They rarely set them up cross-functionally, and when they do, they haven‟t redone the
system surrounding. For instance, a functional manager still is involved and doesn‟t know
a marketing manager‟s involved managing the performance of the marketing person. And
a development manager‟s in charge of the programmer or whatever, and a manufacturing
person and an engineering manager, and each functional area still has its own manager
who hasn‟t figured out or the organization hasn‟t figured out what to do with those
functions and those functional managers. So they send their representative of engineering
off to this cross-functional team, but each functional manager who has a person on that
team thinks they own that person and that person is there representing them… What
happens if you as a functional manager don‟t agree with the decisions of the team?
Whose responsibility is that? And where are the boundaries? (P #8)
One team leader and consultant highlighted one of the gaps for team training in
organizations, related to the larger system.
Teams exist in a context, and very often that context is not really supportive of teamwork
in any number of ways. So, for example, a reward system in an organization may be
oriented to rewarding individuals, but not for rewarding being a team player or being a
member of the team… Often the leader of the team feels that he or she has to make all the
decisions, and so the climate of the organization which is kind of hierarchical works
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against the kind of more lateral collaborative process that a team would require… It‟s
kind of difficult to change the team without changing some of these environmental things
which impinge on the team, so… many of the materials and resources available to help
teams tend to be internally focused and need to be more aware of this team context aspect
of team learning. (P #3)
My theory was beginning to crystallize around the importance of the larger organization
and its effects on individual groups. The data indicated a main barrier for maintaining effective
teams in organizations is the system within the organization where teams reside. Where
participants had experienced success with changing or developing organizations to support
effective teams, the organizations needed to develop structure, processes, and culture as one
larger, effective group and group of groups. The fourth theme in the theory focuses on
developing the whole organization to create a climate where groups and group processes are
supported.
Developing the whole organization. The theory was developing that teams can be
effective with the right components of development, for a period of time. It also indicated that
teams need effective leaders to help further their development and facilitate their effectiveness,
which can be sustained for a period of time. Eventually, without top leadership support and
without the development of the organization in these key areas, teams are not able to sustain
development and do not provide enough value to organizations (considering most of the work is
done in teams).
One consultant described the challenge for teams: “When you go to build a team, you go
back to the culture, and the culture makes them ineffective.” You have to build the team of the
whole system. “That must be done first.” (P #7) Participant #8, a consultant who helps
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organizations with their teams, focused on the system: “Teams are about a very fundamental way
of doing work… and if it‟s done right, it‟s mission-critical work. That means that the whole
system needs to be in synch with using teams to get work done.” (P #8)
As I listened to participants discuss their experiences in organizations, I heard the larger
organization described in a context similar to what is needed for success within individual
groups: aligning on vision and goals, sharing outcomes, clarifying roles and responsibilities
across the organization, and so on. The organization was described as a group requiring many of
the competencies and practices of smaller groups. Organizations need to build the organization
as an effective group, and a major component of my theory addressed how to develop an
effective whole organization.
Developing the whole team. Participants said organizations need development the way
smaller groups need development, including alignment on vision and goals: “You‟ve gotta get
one heart and one mind.” (P #7) Participant #10 talked about aligning the whole organization.
Somebody has to be able to articulate a vision for the organization that inspires people to
want to be part of it. I will tell you that if you want to have great teams, it has to at least
be possible for people to be proud to belong to an organization and to want to contribute
to it. Then you have to create the conditions in which you can channel that commitment
into useful, productive activity. (P #10)
The organization must be structured to give everyone participation opportunities similar to
smaller effective groups.
Having people be able to see the whole of the strands of the DNA of the system as
opposed to the little strand or characteristic they represent makes for a much stronger,
more vibrant backbone for it. Organizations are simply not doing that. The notion of
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bringing a whole constellation of people together, the idea of unleashing the energy that
exists between the white spaces of the teams and the groups is hard for organizations to
understand. It‟s complex systems thinking, when most business leaders are more
minimalists and more about keeping it simple. (P #13)
Organizations need to shift away from the old communication models. “Most of the
approaches that we use, you know, town halls or conversational settings, set up conditions that
devolve into a few people, particularly those in positions of power, being the ones who
dominate.” (P #12)
Participant #10 highlighted the grave mistakes made by organizations that ignore the
development of the whole. He compared the functional plant design of Ford at the end of the
1990s with Toyota and its structure. At Ford, “everybody was doing their very best” but not
meeting together, so when it came time to assemble the components, they did not necessarily fit,
designs had to be redone, and deadlines were missed. Over at Toyota, they were doing
simultaneous engineering in teams. Every few months, the smaller teams would come together to
share information, give feedback back and forth, exchange ideas – a systems view to
engineering. “They made all their deadlines, always ramped up and launched on time, and that‟s
why for many, many years, Toyota was able to kick the a** of Detroit on quality.” (P #10)
Helping organizations develop. How can large organizations systematically bring people
together to function collectively? The data indicated several competencies present when
organizations developed successfully in the whole: focusing on possibilities, leading whole
organizations effectively, leveraging consulting support while relying on systematic wholeorganization processes, and learning to manage groups of groups.
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One consultant learned through practice the importance of having an outcome a group is aiming
for.
Focusing on possibilities. Strategies for organizing a whole organization mirror small
group development regarding alignment on purpose and vision. Many of the consultant
participants said they have shifted their practices to encourage organizations to focus on
possibilities when addressing issues or seeking change. Only in grappling with possibilities, that
is, the identification and potential for positive outcomes, have these consultants experienced
success and lasting change in organizations they serve. “You can start where people are
complaining and most upset, and it also leads to a shared understanding of what‟s possible,
what‟s positive.” (P #5)
Participant #12 said: “While you can get incremental gains out of understanding what‟s not
working, you can get vastly stronger, more energized improvements when you‟re focusing on
discovering what is working.”
When you‟re taking a more emergent approach and using the disruption that‟s causing
whatever frustration, stress, or lack of progress, finding that kind of ambitious question
opens the door to a greater exploration with a broader diversity of perspectives present.
(P #12)
Once organizations shift their focus to possibilities, they can ask who needs to be in the
conversation and what processes need to be in place to achieve the goals.
We think of it as, what‟s missing now as a result that you‟re looking for in terms of goals
or values or both that you think you need for success?... And they„re not results about
what needs to stop around here or what‟s wrong. It‟s around what do I want as a positive
result here? You know, I want an increase in sales, I want open, honest communication.
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Okay, let‟s look at how we can get that. So, who would need to be on board for increased
sales? (P #6)
Leading whole organizations. Participation by organizational leadership is required for
successful whole organization development. Transformation begins with the top team and
cascades throughout the organization. “The first thing you have to do is you have to transform
the top [leadership group]” (P #7). Participant #6 highlighted the importance of focusing on
possibilities with senior leadership.
Professionals often go in with a toolkit or a set program where we say we‟re going to
work this program for your organization, but we haven‟t done the work with the people at
the top to have them personally transform their own blame and worry conversations into
positive results, so that they can lead from a positive results position… Unless we
actually do the work starting at the top and get the senior leadership to change the way
they‟re thinking and speaking and listening, programs throughout the organization… are
not going to make a huge impact. (P #6)
I discussed earlier the critical role of the top leadership in impacting the organizational
culture for teams and their leaders. They are key stakeholders in any organizational initiatives.
“If we don‟t include their viewpoints, and they can‟t benefit from the learning… then it isn‟t
going to make a difference when it comes to their decision making” (P #5).
Organizations need to develop leaders who are systems thinkers to be able to lead whole
organizations. Strategies for leader development resemble what was outlined above related to
individual and team leader development – that is, while doing the work of the organization. One
consultant shared a story about his work with Xerox Corporation:
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Underlying these approaches about whole system or team is the notion of control. When
you shift the locus of control away from the leadership and more to the membership,
that‟s a whole cultural change at the leadership level. It‟s difficult and requires a change
in thinking of our leaders today and a different leadership model and style from the old
command and control, which we‟ve been talking about for at least 10 or 15 years. Right
now, I do a lot of work on this notion of appreciative leading and positive leading, and it
really comes from our work on large groups and whole systems, requiring a different
leadership behavior and a different way of leader foci for it to work… I worked with
Xerox Corporation, and they had this policy of rotating managers about every 18 months.
I mean, literally, every 18 months, which seemed crazy that every 18 – 24 months, people
had a new leader. They never stuck around long enough to actually finish anything, but it
created really good systems thinkers and people who understood the whole in a way that
they could see how all the parts fit. That was the whole premise around making highquality leaders was figuring out how to have them experience the whole system in a
meaningful way in their career. (P #13)
What about leaders who have not embraced the need for focusing on whole organizations
or have little confidence that they can execute major transformation? Are some organizations or
leaders not capable or ready?
Anybody‟s ready. They just don‟t know… I don‟t care how resistant they are to change,
how old-fashioned they are, the process works… I‟ve done this at Honeywell, and I‟ve
done it at some of the most autocratic, old-fashioned hierarchical organizations in the
world – in Asia especially, and it works. (P #7)
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Consulting and processes to support whole organizations. The expertise and role of a
consultant is necessary for successful execution of whole organization development. Many
participants asserted these processes cannot be accomplished without outside intervention, at
least to bring in proven strategies and resources and to help internal leadership and staff develop
critical competencies. Many interviewees were consultants and would logically view the issue
from that perspective. However, no other participant was able to recall an instance when an
organization maintained effective groups without shifting to focus on the whole organizational
group and without doing so with a skilled internal or external facilitator.
Several participants described how a consultant can be effective when helping develop
the whole organization. One participant discussed the engagement process for their consulting
practice:
It typically starts by witnessing, just listening. And then asking possibility-oriented
questions: What is it you‟d really like to have happen here as you think about the best
possible outcome you could imagine? What does it look like? What‟s your aspiration for
the group? Coming at that question of what would be meaningful from a variety of
directions until the energetics are palpable, and at that point, there‟s an anchor, a starting
place. (P #12)
Several mentioned self-as-instrument as a critical competency for consultants to intervene
with organizations and to help the process without hindering it. It does not work to have “team
builders telling people how to build teams, but they‟ve never had the self-as-instrument work
within [their own] group” (P #7).
Effectively consulting to whole organizations requires engaging multiple stakeholders
and identifying common goals and the potential for positive outcomes. Participant #6 told the
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successful change story of a major metropolitan department where the larger group needed
attention to improve performance within individual groups.
There was so much animosity between the different members of the team. There was the
king of streets and the king of lights and the king of sewers, and they‟d never worked
together, and that was part of the problem. They just sort of did their own thing. The king
of streets would make a new street, and then the king of sewers would come around 6
months later and dig it up to put in new sewers. There weren‟t many good conversations,
so a lot of the stories were about each other and the impossibility of working with one
another. It was the work with each of them to get them to respectfully and intelligently
translate into results [what] they would need to see from any work with us to make it
worth their time and energy. Of course, these are engineers and a little cynical about this
kind of stuff, and so it had to be results they would say were worth their time and energy,
and they had to be positive results that the whole team could commit to. Once we do that,
then we bring them together. We bring the whole team and the director together, and we
present the results that we hear are positive outcomes that we think everyone would
endorse. And then we asked them to commit „yes‟ or „no‟ to those. And first of all, did
we get it? Are they [on] common ground? What‟s missing? Anything missing here for
these to be satisfying results? And then we do a person-by-person commitment for
working towards these results. (P #6)
Several consultants described tried-and-true practices and processes they use when
engaging stakeholders. “When I get involved, I bring practices with me that enable people who
don‟t usually talk and are usually in conflict to have the means to have the conversations that
need to happen. You do end up with groups working well.” (P #12) Participant #10 utilizes a
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variety of resources, for example, a 5-point strategic planning tool that systematically helps
organizations zero in on five components of whole-organization development and improvement,
including strategic intent, systems and processes, relationships and structures, resources, and
communication.
Several participants described the function of following a converge/diverge model in
whole organizations to maximize input from a variety of perspectives while providing
opportunities to regroup and incorporate new ideas individually.
Individuals and teams have divergent perspectives and points of view, and the unleashing
of that white space energy is when they converge together and see a new possibility that
they couldn‟t see before. Then they have different ideas about how to get to there, and
diverging occurs. As an example, I was working with an airline, and we did a process
with two groups of about 120 people working on this massive start-up of a new plant.
One group was working on all of the human system elements (jobs, hierarchies, roles,
responsibilities, training). The other group was working on all of the physical stuff (layout of the hangars, tools and equipment). And the two groups never talked to each other,
because there was this big conflict between them. The project was a year behind schedule
because of all this, so we started doing whole system meetings, all 120, every month.
Sometimes, they were 1-day meetings, sometimes, they were 2-day meetings, sometimes,
they were arguments around core principles or ideas, sometimes, it was just aligning
processes and project plans. We accomplished 19 months‟ worth of work in 9 months by
ensuring they were always aligned, connected to each other, and connected to the change,
so that they could see where the interdependencies were and what they needed to do. All
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of the complexity was in the room, and they could figure out in the simplest form
possible how to make it work. (P #13)
Many described robust processes – time-tested, honed methods for interfacing with a
variety of organizations and achieving outcomes not imagined previously.
What makes our methodology work, whole systems change, is that we connect the white
space. When we do a large group meeting if that‟s a part of the methodology, for
example, the whole point of that is connecting individuals and teams across individuals
and teams, and so it‟s reaching the spark of energy that actually exists between them that
creates the paradigm shift. What makes these methodologies so powerful is that it
unleashes the energy that‟s sort of bottled up between them and gets a great return. (P
#13)
One experienced consultant utilizes a similar process for a variety of whole organization
development or change interventions.
Create a design team of about 8 or 12 people, one person will be representing either the
16 or the 20 [top leaders], and then they will decide who the most powerful people are in
the organization, including one or two that are the most negative and have the greatest
negative influence… Because you‟ve gotta get them turned around. And then you spend
probably 7 days… to create a 3-day transformational large group teambuilding
experience that‟s going to be the most honest, whole… transformation. It‟s the caterpillar
becomes the butterfly. (P #7)
Managing groups of groups. One of the greatest benefits of developing the whole
organization is the success that is possible from organizing around groups of groups. Participants
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discussed today‟s organizations in which competencies required are not just to be effective
within groups, but also to be effective across groups and groups of groups.
A consultant in Europe built most of his practice around relationships and complexity across
organizational groups.
Usually, the problem is that you have an effective team within an organization that is not
that much effective, so usually the problem is not in the team itself, but in its relation to
the whole organization. An example… in a company where different professions work
together, it‟s the contrary to assembly line. It‟s not assembly line, but all people work
together on a production island: the electrician, carpenter, locksmith, they work at the
same products… All the other people that were working there didn‟t work in the same
manner. So, on one hand, I had a very effective team, but because the rest of the
organization didn‟t work in the line of this culture, they had a lot of problems with the
rest of the organizational culture. (P #17)
He learned to approach team issues differently.
I had a team development [assignment] in a planning field between production and
marketing. They had to serve the two sides, marketing side and the production side. They
had a lot of problems in collaboration in this team, that‟s what they told me. And when I
had a closer look, I saw the problem in collaboration of this team was much more of a
problem of the translation of the expectations of the marketing team outside and
production team outside… They have to see the whole context of their work, and what I
do is to try to bring that information into the system by persons that we invite, key
persons from the neighboring departments, or by making interviews, by asking the
neighboring departments what their expectations are. Then the team talks much more
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about their goals, if these goals are clear for everybody, if these goals fit to what they
really have to do. And then when they know if the elephant is in the room, if they see
what they really have to do, then I ask them to give feedback to each other and to talk
about their collaboration… If the people come to see the whole elephant, they are much
more capable of doing good work after, because they have the same orientation all
together. It‟s not that much that they agree on the same point everywhere, but they have
seen the same elephant, they have the same orientation, and that‟s why they feel easier to
do their work. (P #17)
Participant #13 said it is about group to group.
No group or team operates independent of the rest of the system. While we understand
the dynamics of an intact work group or team and what it takes to build high
performance, the question becomes more of how you build a team or a group among a set
of groups or teams. I think that‟s where it falls apart. It‟s managing between the white
space. How do you get groups or teams functioning together in a synergistic kind of way?
You could do the 1+1+1. We do that really well. It‟s when you begin to try to figure out
how to change the dynamics between them or to align them different that I‟m not sure we
know so much about. (P #13)
The above competencies articulate how organizations can approach developing the large
organizational group through focusing on possibilities, developing effective whole organization
leaders, and engaging with expert consultants who bring robust processes into the organization.
Developing the whole organization effectively was the only consistent answer in the data to
challenges for organizations and maintaining effective teams.
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I wondered, then, how there could be wonderful examples of whole-scale change and
process consulting in organizations today while many other organizations struggle with a variety
of organizational challenges that could be addressed through these strategies. When asked about
this potential disconnect, several participants talked about a gap in the literature and research
about effective whole-scale organization development and a corresponding gap in mainstream
resources related to the work. This is the fifth and final theme in my theory – that after all of
these development processes and structures are in place and organizations are experiencing
success as outlined in these interviews, other organizations need to hear concrete examples of
success, to help them develop confidence about the prospect of changing in this way.
Learning through examples of success. Why do people avoid focusing on building the
whole organization effectively? Because they feel skeptical that their experiences can be
different, and the data indicated overwhelmingly that organizational members learn by hearing
about and experiencing the success of others – to help them develop enough confidence to take
action and possibly change. Also, people need small successes to build upon to tackle larger,
more long-term challenges, once they have developed confidence, built in processes that are
helpful, developed relationships, and so on.
Participant #12 summed up what might be barriers for organizational leaders and
members who have not successfully developed effective groups:
We live in systems, and it‟s breaking some of the habitual patterns; how do we break
those patterns? I think it‟s partially through creating experiences that lead to different
results. I‟m amazed at how few people actually have had the experience of interacting
with people very different from themselves and having that turn into a positive
experience.
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One consultant shared his experience with effective groups:
Have these people look at what other successful groups have done and learn by studying
others. Some years back when I was doing more work on organization change… a
common thing we did when redesigning work in a plant would be to send people in the
plant out to other places that had succeeded and then talk with other people that have jobs
that are similar enough to their own but that are done in quite a different way, usually in a
different industry, but manufacturing people see manufacturing people, that kind of thing.
That was one of the most inspiring parts of the work for the people that were working
with us, to be with other people who‟ve been through this and were maybe a year or two
ahead of them. (P #18)
Organizational leaders and members need confidence to overcome their skepticism. “People
have to experience real success with real challenges… Because if you speak just theory and they
haven‟t had the experience, it doesn‟t feel realistic” (P #5).
We‟re talking about changing a social system, and it‟s not an activity that happens
overnight… [Begin] to name examples, provide stories, do workshops, and set up online
environments where people who are developing skills and working with groups have the
chance to experience it. There are strategies for doing it within organizations, for looking
across sectors and increasing the number of experiences, and people who can offer
experiences, and telling stories, and sharing videos on You-Tube™ of successful
examples of teams and organizations that have done it – begin to provide a pathway to
people recognizing that it is possible. (P #12)
In interviews, I asked about publishing success stories. Several consultants said there is a
need for published accounts about organizations experiencing success, and one encouraged
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research to document organizational successes. The data in these interviews illuminated
numerous success stories about groups and their organizations. Participants credited learning
from others‟ success as providing motivation and energy to advance into unfamiliar territory,
moving away from the constraints of the current structure and old habits. More organizations
would benefit from hearing about these successes and others.
One participant described the benefits to organizations that elect to develop the
organization as a whole. This is an example of information that could be shared with other
organizations and consultants as they grapple with today‟s complex challenges.
The things I‟ve found you can count on when doing this kind of work: (1) Individuals
rediscover their own sense of purpose and greater clarity about taking their own next
steps, so they come away stretched, refreshed, and renewed in their own work. (2)
Unlikely partnerships often form, because you‟re bringing together a broader mix of
people who don‟t necessarily usually interact. They discover innovations that tend to live
at the crossroads of people and actions that don‟t usually intermingle. So you‟ll end up
with new partners. (3) Projects that you might not have anticipated that are breakthrough
often occur through asking different questions and bringing together different people.
And (4) You begin to create a sense of community that people go from „I thought I was
alone, I didn‟t know others felt the way I did‟ to discovering that you really are part of a
larger group who care, and that‟s hugely motivating. And with repetition, with continued
work, you begin to cultivate a new language, a new culture; and the soup that people are
swimming in, the water they‟re swimming in begins to change, and it takes on the kinds
of characteristics where rather than everybody nagging or being frustrated or
downtrodden, they find themselves part of a positive, reinforcing situation. (P #12)
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A model representing the theory. I wanted to articulate a model that represented the
data in a way that was recognizable to organizations. I visualized the theory as dependencies of
each component, beginning with the developing team requiring leadership support to be
effective; leadership support requiring organizational support to be effective as the team‟s leader;
and the organization developing as a whole with the support of internal or external expert
facilitation and the shared successes of others to help boost confidence and encourage change.

Figure 3. Effective Teams in Organizations. Oleson‟s model for maintaining effective
organizational teams by developing the whole organization, depicting the relationships among
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individual teams, team leaders, the larger organization, and facilitation/support available to
organizations.
Conclusion
It was gratifying to follow the Grounded Theory methodology and to experience teams in
organizations through the language and stories of consultants and organizational leaders. I was
concerned that my topic was challenging, because most other organizations were grappling with
it and still not finding the right mix of internal and external support and strategies. I wondered
how I would prevail and conclude with a theory grounded in participant data. I found a theory to
answer my research question that was “simple, not easy” (an initial code repeated by several
participants). Individuals, consultants, and leaders in organizations can follow the accepted
principles of organization development and increase awareness by sharing success stories and
helping other organizations focus on proven strategies. In the next chapter, I explore my theory
and relate it to the literature on teams, leaders, and organizations.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
Introduction
When I started working as an OD practitioner, I was building on more than 15 years
working in organizations. The education and experience of organization development offered me
tools, resources, and new perspectives on the operations of organizations in a variety of
industries. Armed with knowledge, old and new, I embarked on what I thought would be a
productive journey of helping organizations build better relationships, improve communication,
and increase productivity. I discovered the challenges were greater and more complex than I had
envisioned. At times, I was able to employ tools and resources that provided nominal
improvement for limited durations. However, organizations typically defaulted back to the level
of need that was present before any intervention. I was disconcerted.
Intellectually and intuitively, I believed the dynamics of the relationships and
communication were very important, and I shifted my attention to building better teams. My first
dissertation idea centered on a team development process that could be tested in organizations,
wherein I would document its effects on long-term outcomes for the group. Then I realized that
testing one team development process would not answer my questions about organizations and
their teams. I formulated into a research question what I wanted to learn: Why are there countless
resources, consultants, and training programs available for organizations and their teams, while
most people say they struggle in their organizations with teams?
I selected Grounded Theory as my methodology, because I wanted to discover new
information, rather than work with what I already knew. It was at this point that I became
motivated and wondered what I would learn about teams in organizations. I was cautious,
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however, because I was researching the ubiquitous topic of teams in organizations. I questioned
that if tools and resources were already widely available, and organizations still struggled, what
made me think I could stumble upon a new answer? I was also concerned that if participants
shared their theories and models with me, how would the information give me new insights
about what is needed in organizations, since organizations have access to those same theories
and models? Fortunately, answers surfaced in interviews with my participants, and the new
information blended well with my own experiences with teams in organizations. Ultimately, I
heard that teams in organizations struggle when the larger organization has not developed an
environment and culture to accommodate effective teams.
Study Purpose and Design
The purpose of the study was to understand the experiences of organizational members
and their struggles with teams in organizations, which is a subject that is important to most
organizational leaders today. By nature of the work in today‟s organizations, most of the
productivity occurs in groups and groups of groups (Salas, Stagl, & Burke, 2004). I chose
grounded theory to explore the topic of effective teams in organizations and interviewed 18
participants who fit the criteria for participation, because they had experience with teams in
organizations or experience helping organizations with their teams. Many of the participants
have been leaders of teams, team members, business owners, CEOs, and consultants.
True to the methodology, I approached the grounded theory process without a theory in
mind. This was not a challenge, because I had no clear ideas about why organizations struggle
with their teams. For decades, numerous theories and models have been proffered by educators,
researchers, and experts in organizations about teams and their functionality. I wondered why
organizations continued to struggle with their teams. Grounded theory was an appropriate
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methodology, because the experiences of the individuals would provide data about organizations
and their teams.
I conducted each interview in a similar fashion by providing some background
information about the topic, including my experience with organizations, my views that there
were numerous theories and models available to organizations for their teams, and then my
research question: “What prevents organizations from maintaining effective teams?” Grounded
theory research is an iterative process, and as interviews proceeded, I expanded my questions
based on responses from earlier interviews and asked about the impact of the organizational
environment on its teams.
Upon completion of 18 interviews, memowriting, and data comparison, I developed a
theory based on my research question that addressed what was happening with teams in
organizations. I achieved a level of saturation described by Charmaz (2006) as comparing
conceptually until no new insights emerged.
Theory
As indicated in chapters 3 and 4 above, the initial and focused codes pointed to different
aspects of the organization, including teams, team leaders, the organization as a whole, and
consultants. Figure 4 shows my first visual draft to understand how those units related by
depicting a circle describing what teams need to be effective in organizations, another circle
describing what leaders need to be effective in organizations, and a separate circle describing
what organizations need to be effective. Around the circles was a larger circle that identified the
systems of the organization, barriers and facilitators to potential success for teams, and the
organization‟s culture. From this draft, I conducted additional interviews and wrote memos to
explore how concepts across the individual circles related to the larger circle.
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Figure 4. Theory Elements. Theory elements from initial and focused coding; no definitive
relationships established.
Through memowriting, additional interviews, and comparative analysis, I recognized
concrete examples of successful teams and team leadership, however, those successes became
limited and affected by the resource needs and power structure in the larger organization. I was
hearing that the culture in the larger organization was critical to the success for individual teams,
and I began to ask interviewees about personal examples of success in organizations with and
without organizational support. In the final analysis, the data indicated examples of success for
groups in organizations only when the larger organization developed as a group and permeated
the culture and development through the organization.
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Figure 5. Model elements. Linear model showing teams and team leaders reside in a
larger organizational system and are impacted by the development and effectiveness of the whole
organization.
On the surface, my theory might appear to be simplistic in nature. The model displays a
linear flow from the team experience to the leader experience and out to the organization, with
support provided through facilitation. The nature of simplicity fits with the data as described by
several participants – the notion that what teams and organizations need is “simple, not easy”.
The [team resources] you find at Barnes and Noble are right next to the diet section…
And they say that golf is a very simple game, but not easy. It‟s approach is, you put the
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ball in the hole. That‟s the simple part. It‟s real easy to understand. Doing it is different;
it‟s harder. (P #10)
The model showed the team at the center and leadership and the organization around it. I
demonstrated it this way, because teams can emerge or be developed and function effectively for
a period of time. Likewise, leaders reported the ability to function effectively as team leaders.
The model demonstrated how the organizational system surrounds both the team and the leader,
and eventually, the impact of the environment will impede or facilitate the effectiveness of both
leaders and teams.
The theory indicated that teams and leaders can be effective in the short term, but
inevitably, resource allocation, decision-making, and influence in the larger organization provide
obstacles to the daily work of its teams. In the pages that follow, I summarize findings from the
research related to the theory elements and review the literature in the context of the theory.
Then I discuss their implications for organizations and their teams and offer suggestions for
further research in this important topic.
Summary of Findings
Effective teams. Participants affirmed the literature and my experiences about what
individual teams need to be effective related to the way they approach the work together,
including a need to know one another; skills in working together among differences; shared
understanding of the vision, purpose, and desired outcomes of the team; and a focus on the
dynamics of the team behaviors and communication between and among team members and its
leadership.
When I asked how teams were missing these important steps in the context that there are
resources and information available for organizations, some participants shared that they simply
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do not have the skills. Others talked about the busyness of the organization, the pace of the
workload, the reality for today's organizations where there is more work and fewer employees to
do it, etc. In my experiences, leaders do not know what they do not know, and there would need
to be an element of intentionality inherent in the organizational processes as well as modeling
from higher up in the organization for leaders to be aware of the needs and methods for
functioning teams.
Several participants shared their favorite strategies for helping teams learn to work with
one another in groups, including the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), which is an
assessment instrument that measures psychological preferences (Myers, McCaulley, Quenk, &
Hammer, 1998) or Lencioni‟s (2002) “Five Dysfunctions of a Team”. Others shared that they
possess a toolbox of resources and employ them as appropriate. I have used the DiSC™
Workplace Profile as a team development tool; I have also used MBTI. I do not recognize one
perfect tool for building teams. Any method that helps individuals learn about themselves and
each other to work more effectively together will help build the team.
Another strategy was related to the amount of time teams have together. In this study,
concrete examples of successful emerging teams had shared time together, and concrete
examples of teams that set out to be developed by leaders and the organization also discussed the
importance of having time together. The biggest advantage groups have over individuals is the
cumulative addition of ideas, skills, and talents, and the data revealed that teams need time
together to leverage their individual competencies and to learn to work well together. The
presence of differences of perspectives and viewpoints can open the way for potential conflicts,
and how teams manage their differences effectively can determine their opportunity for building
relationships and achieving greater performance. Bookstores offer many resources for helping
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individuals and groups manage conflict, but few focus specifically on the amount of time that
team members spend together. When I work with teams and leaders, I tout the benefits of
moving slowly to be able to eventually move quickly – “go slow to go fast”, “slow down to
speed up”, and so on.
When leaders view the work in teams as something that is done outside of an individual‟s
normal job routine, there is a significant disconnect between the importance organizations
attribute to teams and a lack of support for time spent together in teams. Since the nature of the
work of organizations today is accomplished primarily in groups, organizations need to create
time and space for teams to process the work of the team, get to know one another, have
successes and failures together, and learn how to be a better team together. Schein (1993)
encouraged organizational leadership to set the example and take time away from day-to-day
leadership tasks periodically to learn how to be an effective leadership team and to do the
business of the organization together.
Study participants cited numerous examples of effective teams in different types of
organizations. I have not personally experienced an effective organizational team (which may
have been part of my original motivation for exploring this topic), but the examples led me to
question what happened to teams in organizations that prevented continued performance. The
data in this study identified two potential scenarios for effective teams in organizations – either
the organization adopted the successful elements of the effective teams, or the effective teams
disbanded or became less effective over time. I wrote memos about my previous assumption that
teams needed organizations to help them develop. Instead, it appeared organizations needed to
get out of their way and not negatively impact their potential for being effective. I asked
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interviewees about what happens with effective teams, and they discussed the role of the team
leader and the culture of the larger organization on individual teams.
Effective leaders. Some of the longstanding principles of effective team leadership were
affirmed in my study, for example, the importance of managing the team dynamics or the
benefits of participative leadership for gathering input from organizational members. The data
indicated that team management duties do not necessarily reside with the leader solely. Effective
teams share leadership tasks, take responsibility for their individual needs and behaviors, and
apply efforts toward communication and building relationships. Leaders need to be comfortable
sharing some of those team leadership tasks if they want to make the most of team member
contributions and help team members build their own skills and manage their behaviors and
communication.
The greatest strength for organizational leaders is their ability to bring out talents and
ideas from team members. Participants discussed leaders who feel they have to appear to be
confident and have all of the answers. By nature, today‟s organizational challenges require
problem-solving that is more complicated and more intense than can be delivered by one leader.
Participants also talked about the concept of “certainty”, as outlined in Chapter 4. When working
with multiple group members and groups of groups, leaders need to function in an environment
of uncertainty and ambiguity to be successful. I have experienced leaders who were not able to
leverage my skills or talents (or those of my fellow team members). It is a painful process that
affects team members in a variety of negative ways, including shutting down, withdrawing, and
dreading future team or leader interactions.
The examples of success in the data were accomplished by leaders representing both
autocratic and participative leadership styles. It is not always effective for teams to be led by top-
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down leaders, because team members may be overlooked or have the dynamics mismanaged.
But it is noteworthy to recognize that a variety of leadership styles contributed to team
effectiveness in the examples of participants. More importantly, the data indicated a leader must
be able to bring out the ideas and needs of individual team members, gather input from members
in the group, maximize individual contributions, and help them work together to explore
solutions. My study affirmed the importance of the role of the team‟s leader and provided some
insights about successful teams and the needs of today‟s organizations. When I asked
interviewees about the impact of organizational members on the potential for successful teams,
most described the role of the senior leadership team and its effect on the organization and its
teams.
Importance of the top team. The top team impacts other organizational team efforts
through resource allocation, power, influence, and other ways that the culture of the organization
is created and maintained by the top team. The data indicated that the issues for developing the
senior leadership team are similar to developing other teams. There was a question about
whether teams can be effective in the organization before the top team is developed as an
effective team. Consultants talked about the cascading effect of developing a high-performing
top leadership team in the organization, who teach each leadership team member to develop their
own teams effectively, and so on. This is one way that the culture of the organization can shift
from the habits of existing or previous leadership to a culture where there are new ways of
approaching the team experience, assigning team tasks, developing team members, developing
effective leaders, etc.
I have experienced poorly functioning senior leadership teams and the difficulties when
attempting to grow a high-performing team with a leader who is a member of an ineffective
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leadership team. This is a larger issue that participants reported, related to the way the
organization functions that is created and maintained by the relationships and culture of the top
team. The role of the top team clarifies how relationships and organizational boundaries impact
one another as they perform individually and together. I heard participants talk about functioning
teams and how the larger organization had a significant impact on individual teams and their
leaders. Discussions of top teams introduced the next important component of my theory related
to the organizational climate and culture.
Impact of the organization on teams. Eventually, teams and their leaders are affected
by forces in the larger organization. It can be as rudimentary as experiencing the senior
leadership team undoing any work that was accomplished in the department team. Or it can be
complex and difficult to articulate, but revealed in meetings that focus on the same issues over
and over again while other issues do not surface and are resolved outside of the group‟s
gatherings.
I resonated with Participant #8, who described the “pretend organization” compared with
the one where the “real work” gets done. In several organizations in my background, I
experienced being a member of a team that felt like a pretend team; we continued to meet and
discuss, but few of our deliverables or recommendations were ever implemented successfully.
The only examples in my study of successful teams over a sustained period of time occurred in
organizations where they developed the organization as a team. I have not worked in one of
those organizations, but I recognized the elements of effective team development as participants
outlined what was needed to develop the organization as a whole team.
Developing the whole organization. On the surface, it can seem like a monumental task
to develop an organization. However, organizations report that they struggle to manage smaller
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teams, and this study uncovered more effective strategies for developing the organization as a
whole. Participants did not report one obvious intervention that was more effective than another,
and several described multiple methodologies they have utilized, depending on a variety of
factors.
Across those methodologies, several factors were consistent, including bringing together
the voices of the organization‟s membership. Similar to gathering input from 10 to 12 individuals
on a smaller team, there are great benefits derived when creating and maintaining
“conversations” across the organization, which can (a) help align vision, purpose, goals, and
action, (b) maximize the potential for innovation and creativity, and (c) tap into the passion and
energy of the membership as a way to create engagement across functions and locations.
The methodologies employ strategies for conversations across organizational groups as
needed, including whole-organization events when aligning on purpose and strategy, and
smaller, more focused cross-functional efforts when appropriate. Several participants talked
about the importance of the methodology processes and helping organizations build those
processes into day-to-day routines to structure engagement in this way.
A common element in the data for successful whole organization strategies was a focus
on “possibilities” and positive outcomes. This is important for organizations to understand,
because they are typically structured to fix problems. There were no examples of strategic
execution or motivating staff members while focusing on what was not working. Issues can
inspire action, and typically do, but the data indicated that actions need to be based on the
group‟s vision for what is possible. Focusing on what is possible garners ideas and support for
action that simply do not materialize when members are trying to fix what is already in place.
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I have facilitated groups in both scenarios: focusing on problems and focusing on
possibilities. When leading group members to focus on what is possible, I have watched them
create and innovate without their own awareness that they are doing so. I agree with Participant
#7, who said people do not have to “get ready” to make these changes in organizations. The
processes and focus can help create conditions for excellence and provide an alternative to
another frustrating meeting by offering organizational members the feeling of satisfaction and
energy about next steps.
In my theory, developing the whole organization required the elements named above, and
in all of the success stories, whole organization development was facilitated through an external
consultant and was the next component in my theory about maintaining effective teams in
organizations.
Facilitation through external consultants. Most participants shared concrete examples
of how the presence of an objective facilitator was needed to move the organization to a new
way of sharing and working together. There are tried-and-true methodologies that consultants
use in organizations, sometimes referred to as “whole-scale change” or “large-scale change”
interventions. As my theory developed, I started asking about similar methodologies and
speculated if there was a way to lead the day-to-day functions of the entire organization using the
elements of these events-oriented change processes.
Several participants said they have adapted large-scale change methodologies and
incorporated strategies that fit the unique consulting intervention. Participant #10 relayed how
these methods help organizations ongoing:
The real question is, have I really engaged the relevant parts of the system, call them
stakeholders, the players, whoever they are, people that are gonna contribute to the
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success of whatever it is we‟re up to. Are those people up to speed? Have they been
consulted? Are their actions informed by where we‟re heading, or are they still working
off of last year‟s plan? (P #10)
This is the most important justification for developing the whole organization and
bringing everyone into the conversation regularly, that is, ensuring all members are current and
focusing forward with the rest of the organization. In my professional experience, I have talked
to numerous organizational members at a variety of locations and asked about the vision and
current plan, and I would get very different answers. This happens when organizations avoid
raising questions across the whole and checking assumptions. Incredibly smart, educated, and
experienced leaders are guessing about their organization‟s alignment and perspectives. These
methodologies help organizations be very clear about how staff members view the goals and the
work.
There are ways to adapt some of the large-group intervention methodologies to help
organizations be more effective every day. My interviewees shared many examples of concrete
successes with organizations and their groups and groups of groups. I was very excited, because
I have never worked in an organization that functioned well throughout the organization. My
theory was not complete until I understood how it is that there can be many successful shifts in
organizations while other organizations continue to struggle with their teams, operate
functionally in silos, and lament about their challenges and fears about the future. Several
participants said some organizations were able to make those shifts after learning from others
and their successes. In those instances, leaders and other organizational members are able to
envision potential for their own success.
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Learning about potential through success stories. The effectiveness rates can be
astoundingly positive for organizations that aim for whole organization development. Research
indicates that system-wide efforts have been successful in numerous industries and communities,
including global health care (McCannon, Berwick, & Massoud, 2007), education (Fullan, 2000),
and government (Bryson & Anderson, 2000). Since organizations are typically interested in
effectiveness and improvement, they would benefit from learning about these success statistics. I
wanted to understand what organizations needed to learn about the successes of others.
The division in Participant #15‟s company was encouraged to shift to having more
effective teams when they experienced the results of the emerging groups. She said the groups
were able to say more with their “enthusiasm and their energy and their laughter and their
growing fearlessness than they actually verbally say with words” (P #15). I asked Participant #6
what prevents organizations from making these successes happen, and she said, “A lot of times,
they don‟t know it‟s possible.” In her practice, she uses cascading successes to inspire different
levels in organizations.
I heard a story about „getting the word out‟ about Kathy Dannemiller‟s pioneering work
in whole-scale change interventions when I attended a conference in Chicago in 2010, hosted by
Dannemiller Tyson Associates. They shared a story of how the Dannemiller Tyson Associates
(2001) book was originally conceived through the encouragement of an outside observer. Kathy
Dannemiller was facilitating a large group intervention in the late 1990s, and an observer to the
process took notes and articulated how Dannemiller‟s work built upon earlier large-group
processes and Real Time Strategic Change efforts. He surmised that she added to the work by
engaging both the hearts and the minds of the assembled organizational members. After
completing the event and returning to her office, Dannemiller noticed her FAX machine was
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producing pages and pages of written notes from the event – descriptions of what had occurred
from the eyes and ears of the observer. He was urging her to be more intentional and publishing
her approach to share with the larger world (Dannemiller Tyson Associates, personal
communication, November 3, 2010). This is another example of a consultant who was
accomplishing great work and not taking the time nor opportunity to write it down or share
stories that could help many others be inspired to take a chance and try something new to address
their complex issues.
I asked participants about sharing success stories, and Participant #6 mentioned her
passion for the work and her busy schedule, which have prevented her from taking time out to
write examples and make them available to others. “Writing about it isn‟t our strengths at this
point… Getting the word out is a challenge.” (P #6) I understand her position, because as I write
about my research, I would prefer to be actively doing the work with organizations. While
capturing the data of my participants in this written form is very rewarding, I look forward to
doing the work that is indicated in the theory (rather than working in isolation to write about it).
There are resources that are available to organizations, which can inspire curiosity and
confidence about developing more effective groups together. Books like Bellman and Ryan‟s
(2009) “Extraordinary Groups” have entered the mainstream and provide inspiration for
individuals and organizations to develop confidence about becoming effective groups. As a
consultant, Participant #18 recommends simple strategies, for example, an organization can
systematically ask its members to think about effective groups they were a part of in the past,
how they functioned, and how those could be created currently, etc. There are options for
organizations to exercise, and they need to be made available and accessible.
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The struggles with organizations and their teams was a challenge to me, and my theory
addressed what organizations are missing when they try to maintain effective teams – an
organizational culture and environment that inevitably affect (positively or negatively) the work,
relationships, and desired outcomes of its teams. Next, I explored the literature to see how team
and group theory aligned or refuted elements of my theory that organizations need to develop as
a whole organization to help the organizational teams be more effective.
Concurrence with the Literature
My study initially focused on the importance of teams in organizations, which was
affirmed in the literature as a critical advantage effective groups can provide for organizations,
since most agree that the work of today‟s organizations is done primarily in groups (Bolman &
Deal, 2008; Marks, 2006; Morgeson, DeRue, & Karam, 2010; Pina, Martinez, & Martinez,
2008).
The central element in my theory was the presence of individual teams in the culture and
environment of the larger organization. The team environment was explored in the literature with
its origins in systems theory and contemporary foci on context, climate, and boundaries. Systems
theory was described by the German philosopher Hegel from the 1800s and in management
theory during the 20th century. However, the literature has presented it theoretically and without
successfully applying it to organizations (Kast & Rosenzweig, 1972). Shonk (1982) named the
environment of the team as the first factor in his foundational theory about team development,
followed by goals, roles, work processes, and relationships, in progressive order. When he listed
the environmental factor first, he was articulating the primary importance of the environment in
the development and effectiveness of an individual team.
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By the 1990s, Cohen and Bailey (1997) named the impact of the environment in both
external organizational terms as well as some of the effects of internal communication and
coordination with other entities in the organization, but these were not named as key findings.
Kozlowski and Ilgen (2006) addressed the environment and organizational climate, however,
Mathieu, Maynard, Rapp, and Gilson (2008) provided a long list of gains in the arena of team
research and made only slight mention of the environment in which teams reside. Recently,
DeChurch and Zaccaro (2010) recommended shifting away from viewing the team as the unit of
analysis and moving toward developing a clearer understanding of complex sociotechnical
systems, with the system as the unit of analysis. The data in my study ultimately focused on the
system as the important factor in an individual team‟s potential for continued success.
Stewart (2010) discussed where there had been progress (and lack of progress) in team
research between 1990 and 2010 and predicted that the context the team resides in would rapidly
advance in the future, because individuals are embedded in teams, and teams are embedded in
organizations. He pointed out that few studies have focused on how differences in organizational
contexts affect teams. Marrone (2010) addressed the boundaries of teams and the connections
and relationships within and outside of the organization, which were discussed by participants in
my study, including Participant #17 and his work with groups of groups. Marrone indicated that
a great deal of empirical work has been done in this area, while there are major gaps in our
understanding of the issues.
Another important element in my theory was the development of the whole organization.
In several literature reviews on current team research, none of the reviews discussed developing
the whole organization or large-group intervention work and its impact on organizations and
their teams (Cohen & Bailey, 1997; Mathieu et al., 2008; Salas et al., 2004). This is an example
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of real-time organizational activities operating outside of the mainstream of research and peerreviewed literature. Individual practitioners have published examples of success doing this work,
such as resources and papers available on the Dannemiller Tyson Associates website outlining
their work in health care (Eggers, Kazmierski, & McNally, 2000), Brio (Dannemiller, Eggers,
Norlin, & Fitzpatrick, n.d.), Ferranti-Packard (Blixt, n.d.), or the CIA (Johnson & Tolchinsky,
1999).
There were more than 60 large-group change methodologies described in Holman,
Devane, & Cady (2007). Research for the second edition observed methodologies are more
effective when combining a variety of strategies within a particular intervention. Participants in
my study shared similar approaches when working with organizations. The methodologies fit
well with the change literature, which called for helping organizations position themselves for
cognitive change (Schein, 2004), continuous change (Lawler & Worley, 2006), and the agility
and effectiveness of self-organizing systems (Wheatley, 1999). Improvements resulting from
these methodologies, such as feedback loops, flatter organizational structures, and
convergent/divergent planning and processing, contribute to greater outcomes and more
satisfying relationships for organizational members, while individuals and leaders accomplish a
majority of their developmental needs in the new structures.
Dannemiller Tyson Associates (2001) provided a primer on the components of wholescale change methodologies, including bringing together representative voices in the maximum
mixture (max/mix), balancing individual input and reflection with group processing and
decision-making (converge/diverge), and the DVF Formula (Figure 6), which is described as a
cornerstone of whole-scale work and based upon Beckhard and Harris‟s (1987) change model.
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The DVF Formula

DxVxF>R
D = Dissatisfaction with the current situation
V = Vision of a positive possibility, more than the absence of pain in the present situation
F = First steps in the direction of the vision
R = Resistance to change
Note: When all of the elements (D and V and F) are in place, in the individual and/or in the organization,
the paradigm will have shifted and changes will be a given.

Figure 6. The DVF Formula: Conditions necessary to get real paradigm shift (Dannemiller
Tyson Associates, 2001).
At the 2010 conference in Chicago with Dannemiller Tyson Associates, firm partners
said they only work with organizations when all of the factors of the formula are in effect. When
organizations express they have the formula factors in place, successful change is typically the
outcome (personal communication, November 2, 2010). Many of the whole-scale change
interventions named in my study adopted similar approaches to consulting with organizations
and reported success only when all or most of the elements above were present.
Hearing about execution of this formula reiterated for me the critical role of sharing
successes with other organizations, since most would be thrilled to hear there were factors and a
formula which could predictably provide success for the organization when implemented
effectively. The formula is published in the Dannemiller Tyson Associates (2001) book, which is
available for mainstream readers and lists on Amazon.com as “#1,016,584 in books”, while other
group development texts rank as bestsellers – Maxwell (2009) is #26,760, and Lencioni (2002) is
#229. I know many leaders in organizations who have read these last two books, and they have
not reported increased successes with teams in their organizations to match the probability of
success indicated by participants in my study.
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The gap in peer-reviewed literature about teams and the impact of the larger organization
on their effectiveness may have resulted from challenges typically present when research is
conducted on organizations and teams in organizations. Most studies referenced anecdotal
evidence or simulations/experiments, which can be inadequate in uncovering the day-to-day
realities and experiences of organizations and their members. Mathieu et al. (2008) named
surveys as the primary tool for researching teams over the past decades, which is insufficient in
documenting the dynamic nature of teams in organizations. Stewart (2010) attributed research
challenges to the ubiquitous nature of teams in all types of organizations and industries. He
identified challenges in two ways: (a) comparing teams and organizations across multiple
organizations, and (b) finding single organizations to serve as adequate research sites involving
numerous teams.
I have faith in the organizational work that was shared during my study. I am optimistic
that organizations benefit when they employ these strategies, and nothing in the literature
dissuaded me. I would like to see additional, more action-oriented research about these processes
in organizations, which is discussed in the section on future research below.
Significance and Implications for Organizations
The findings in this study were significant because they clarified why organizations have
challenges with their teams, and teams are the primary units of performance in organizations
today. Based on the theory developed during this research, organizations must focus on
developing the whole organization as a team if it is interested in improving the relationships and
performance of individual teams throughout the organization. It is difficult to imagine who
would not benefit from organizations shifting to a more holistic development.
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Individuals benefit when organizations develop more effective teams, because the team
experience can improve their work experience and feel more satisfying and meaningful. Bellman
and Ryan (2009) outlined the benefits to individuals in organizations when they have meaningful
group experiences at work. Participant #4 shared her successful team experience at a major
university in the U.S. and heard individually from team members that the team experience was
“engaging, exciting, energizing, and incredibly hard, exhausting work”. Upon completion of the
project, team members all reported they wanted more and said it was the best experience of their
lives.
Leaders benefit when organizations develop as a larger organizational team, because
leader development occurs naturally and effectively during successful team experiences. This is
an area of talent development within organizations that occupies considerable resources and
attention, while organizations report dismal returns on their investments.
Another development relates to the connections and coordination across groups and
groups of groups when building the whole organization. This is a new area in the literature that
was addressed effectively in the groups described in my study. The global environment demands
skills and competencies for organizations to communicate and work effectively across multiple
platforms and levels of organizations and communities. Developing the whole organization helps
individual members learn and grow to meet these new challenges.
Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research
I was pleased to discover many interesting aspects of teams, leaders, and their
organizations during this research study. I could have interviewed hundreds more if time and
space allowed, because the stories and experiences were fascinating and pointed to what is
happening every day in organizations of all types and industries. The elements in my theory
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development raised many questions that could not be answered in the scope of this research. I
offer the following questions for future work on the topic of teams and organizations.
As stated previously, more research is needed that explores the impact of the environment
of organizations on the effectiveness of individual teams. Additionally, are there components of
the environment that are more impactful and require more attention than other environmental
components?
My research study was limited by the number and demographics of the participants
interviewed. There were 18 interviewees, and 15 of those 18 either are or have been consultants
for organizations. Each of the 15 has also served in organizational roles, including CEOs,
managing partners, mid-level leaders, and team members. Future research could broaden the
participation to include organizational members who have never served as consultants, as well as
individuals who have been team members with no leadership roles or duties.
It would also be interesting to study organizational CEOs who have never served as
consultants and whose experiences have focused on leading organizations without necessarily
having knowledge about organizational effectiveness or group theories and approaches.
Many of the participants in my study described their work with organizations throughout
the U.S. as well as in Europe and Asia. I did not attempt to track differences in outcomes across
geographical boundaries, although a few participants identified differences in organization
cultures related to more collectivistic cultures (Europe and Asia) and more communicative
cultures (U.S.). There was no distinct advantage or disadvantage reported in either scenario
related to groups in organizations, and future research is needed to understand potential
differences and factors for success across geographical boundaries.
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The study was interpretive research, and there would be benefits to conducting
positivistic research to test my theory across organizations. A series of case studies in different
organizations and industries would be helpful to see if my theory is supported in the face of
different dynamic experiences in teams and organizations.
My theory focused on developing the whole organization, and it would be beneficial to
understand what factors must be present for developing the whole organization. Also, are there
examples of success where groups and leaders functioned effectively without developing the
whole organization?
Participants discussed the role of sharing success stories to help leaders and
organizational members develop confidence about their own potential for effectiveness. For
those who have developed the whole organization effectively, what were the commonalities and
levels of predictability across stories of successful whole organization development?
Are there organizations that were able to develop the whole organization effectively
without utilizing the support and services of an outside facilitator? These research topics have
implications for what organizations need to shift from functional structures to developing the
whole organization. Regarding consulting support, what consultant characteristics and skills are
necessary for organizations to achieve success in this arena?
There were several initial codes which would be beneficial to pursue in future research,
including values, tapping into human needs, and making success one‟s own. Regarding values,
several participants discussed the importance of organizational members coalescing around
values important to them. How does the pursuit of shared values affect organizational outcomes?
Participants discussed the importance of tapping into human needs and referenced
internal drive and natural human tendencies, which can be important for leaders in organizations
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to try to understand their staff and to make decisions about structure, processes, and relationships
based on those needs. What are the human desires and needs that affect an individual‟s
productivity and organizational experience? What is the impact on organizational effectiveness
when leaders successfully tap into those innate needs of organizational members?
Participants also discussed the importance of taking an example of another‟s success and
making it their own. They addressed the difficulties in applying theory and training, and one
recommended that individuals and organizations take the basic elements of someone else‟s
improvement and then customize the learnings to achieve their own successes. Is there a
different outcome for development and planning when individuals and leaders learn from the
successes of others and then make the process their own?
I noticed that the examples of whole organization development success in my study
occurred in large organizations as well as medium and small organizations. Are there differences
for certain sizes of organizations, and what factors help success in larger organizations compared
with smaller organizations? Johnston‟s (1979) “Seven Steps to Whole Organization
Development” applied to organizations of all sizes. It would be helpful to review other research
to better understand what works and in which types of situations.
Participants talked about success over many years and their processes for continuing to
work with organizations as they moved through different phases and changes. It would be
helpful to see longitudinal research on the status of those organizations after developing the
whole and maintaining it over a period of time.
Conclusion
I began my research journey with an interest in helping organizations maintain their
teams more effectively. I was confounded by the plethora of resources and support that were
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available to organizations to help them with their teams, yet, organizations continued to report
struggles with maintaining effective teams. I wondered if I would uncover strategies and best
practices for organizations to apply to their teams.
During the interview process, I shifted from asking about individual teams and focused
on the larger environment in the organization. The data indicated that team success stories from
organizational leaders and consultants occurred in organizations where they focused on
developing the whole organization, effectively developing the top team, and cascading the team
effectiveness throughout the remaining levels of the organization.
During the comparative analysis process of interviewing and memowriting, I maintained
a healthy skepticism about the likelihood that organizations were limited to one major solution
for maintaining effective teams. I continued to listen for alternative strategies and success stories
involving organizational teams that were maintained effectively without support or a healthier
environment in the larger organization.
Instead, I heard example after example of consultants who helped organizations execute a
variety of whole-scale methodologies that led to greater functioning groups across their
organizations. I applied my experience working with leaders and teams along with my theoretical
understanding of organizations and finalized my theory about the need to develop the whole
organization as a strategy for increasing effectiveness for leaders and individual teams.
This theory can be important to a wide array of organizations. I am optimistic that if an
organization wanted to improve productivity or maintain more effective teams and there are 500
or 5,000 people or more, my theory offers an option to compare with today‟s unhelpful strategies
for attempting to do the organization‟s work separately in isolated teams. It was a pleasure to
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interview participants and hear about their success stories within organizations, and I look
forward to learning more about whole organization development in the future.
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Appendix A
Snowball Email Request
To: Colleagues and Friends of Margie Oleson
Subject: Request for Participation in Grounded Theory Study, re: Organizational Team
Experience
Hello:
I am seeking participants for research on team experiences in organizations. If you have
experience in organizations that have teams, either as a team participant or as one who helps
organizations with their teams, and would be interested in participating in a 1-hour interview,
please reply to this email or call me (contact information below), and I will contact you for
further discussion.
You can reply to this email or give me a call (contact info below) for further discussion.
Whether or not you would like to be considered, if you know of someone who has experience in
organizations that have teams, either as a team participant or those who help organizations with
their teams, and who may be interested in participating, please forward this email to them, and
they could contact me directly. Thank you.
Margie Oleson
mroleson@stthomas.edu
612-720-9870
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Appendix B
Consent Form

C O NS E NT F O R M
U NI V E R S I T Y OF S T . T H OM A S
[Grounded Theory Research on Organizations and Teams]
[#B 10-185- 02]

I am conducting a study about experiences of teams in organizations. I invite you to participate
in this research. You were selected as a possible participant because you were referred by
_____________. Please read this form and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to
be in the study.
This study is being conducted by Margie Oleson, Doctoral Candidate, under the supervision of
Dr. Alla Heorhiadi, University of St. Thomas, Minneapolis, MN.
Background Information:
The purpose of the research is to develop a theory about what prevents organizations from
having effective teams. There are numerous resources available to organizations, including
training programs, development, consultants, books, etc., and yet organizations continue to
report challenges with their teams. The research methodology is Grounded Theory, and the
question is, “What prevents organizations from having effective teams?”
Procedures:
If you choose to participate, I will conduct a 1-hour interview by telephone or in-person. The
conversation will be audio-recorded and then transcribed in notes form. I may contact you later
briefly in follow up, if you are willing.
Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:
There are no risks associated with this study as the focus is on teams in organizations. There are
no direct benefits for participating in this research, however, you may benefit by reflecting on
your experiences with teams in organizations.
Compensation:
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You will receive no payment for your participation.
Confidentiality:
The records of this study will be kept confidential, and your identity will remain private to
anyone except me. In any sort of report I publish, I will not include information that will make it
possible to identify you in any way. The types of records I will create include excel spreadsheets
showing notes, codes, and themes; interview notes in word documents; and audio recordings.
Notes created from the recordings will be transcribed by me. No other person will see the data
as transcribed. All data will be retained in locked file storage in my home in St. Cloud, MN.
Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate
will not affect your current or future relations with the University of St. Thomas. If you choose
to participate, you will decide what experiences to share with me, and you will be able to pause
or end the interview at any time during the process. You are also free to skip any questions I ask.
As a participant, you will be free to withdraw at any time up to and until one week after our
interview is completed. Should you decide to withdraw, data collected about you will not be
used and will be immediately destroyed.
Contacts and Questions
My name is Margie Oleson. You may ask any questions you have now. If you have questions
later, you may contact me at 612-720-9870. My advisor is Dr. Alla Heorhiadi and can be
reached at 651-962-4457. You may also contact the University of St. Thomas Institutional
Review Board at 651-962-5341 with any questions or concerns.
You will be given a copy of this form to keep for your records.
Statement of Consent:
I have read the above information. My questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I
consent to participate in the study, and I consent to be digitally recorded. I am at least 18 years
of age.
______________________________
Signature of Study Participant

________________
Date

______________________________
Printed Name of Study Participant
______________________________
Signature of Researcher

________________
Date

